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Memorandum No. 28(1961) 

Subject: study Ho. 34(L) - Uniform Rules of EV'idence - (Hears8¥ 
Ertdence) 

Attached on yellew paper is the tentative recommendation on hears8¥ 

rev1.sed in accordance with the actions taken by the CClIIIIII1ssion at its 

July meeting. The following matters should be noted: 

Revision of ORE Rules 62-66, Page 3. The staff has added footnote 

3 sppear1ng at the bottom of page 3. 

Rule 62. In the commerrt, footnote 1; and the "i.e." clause to which 

the footnote is appended have been added to clarify the manner in which 

Rule 62 will operate. The l.ast paragraph of the comment has also been 

added to explain subdivisions (8) and (9) which were added by the Ccmnission 

at its last meeting. 

Rule 63(3) and (3a). InaslllUch as the langUll8e of the "subject to" 

clauses at the beginning of subdivision (3) and subdivision (3a) as 

qproved by the Commission at the July meeting is identical, these sub-

- divisions have been combined into one subdivision (3) reJ.ating to former 

testimony which is offered against the party who was a party to the 

action in which the former testimon;y was given. Subdivision (3b), as 

approved by the Commission at its July meeting, has been renumbered (38). 

This subdivision could not be combined with the other subdiviSions rel.ating 

to former testimony because the "subject to" cl.ause is substant1al~ 

different. 

The staff has changed the laDgUfl8e of the "subject to" clause in 
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subdivision (3a) in order to carry out the poJ.icy decisions sCl.opted by 

the Commission at its July meeting. Under the revision all objections 

are open to the party against whom the evidence is offered; however, 

objections based on competency or privilege are determined as of the time 

the former testimony was given. 

The comments to subdivisions (3) and (3a) 6X'e new. 

Rule 63(9a). At its July meeting, the Commission directed the staff 

to prepare language which would preserve the rule stated in Code of Civil 

Procedure § 1849 . relat~.ng to admisRions of predecer:sors in interest. 

Although Section 1849 mentions only predecessors in interest of real property, 

California permits declarations of predecessors in interest to be used 

against successors to either real or personal property. (Smith v. Goethe, 

159 Cal. 628, ll5 Pac. 223 (1911).) Accordingly, paragraph (a) of sub-

division (9a) has been drafted so that it covers both real and personal 

property. 

A similar principle is involved in the admiSSions of joint owners, 

joinf; debtors or other persons jointly interested. Such statements are 

admissible now under subdiVision 5 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1870. 

In the draft recommendation which was presented a.t the July meeting, the 

staft' recOll:lllended that this subdiVision be repealed. The explanation, 

as it a.ppeared in the July dra.ft 1 was as follow'): 

This subdivision should be deleted. The first sentence, relating 
to vicarious admissions of partners and agents, is SUperseded by the 
exceptions contained 1n Rule 63(8)(a) and 63(9)(a). The second 
sentence, relating to vicarious admissions of joint owners or joint 
debtors or other persons With joint interests, is superseded by 
Rule 63(10) insofar as the statements im·olved are declarations 
against interest and the declarant is UD8vp.ilable. If the declarant 
is available as a Witness, he may be called and. asked about the 
subject matter of the statement, and if he testifies inconSistently, 
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the prior stat~ment may be shown under Rule 63{l){a) as evidence 
of the truth of the matter stated. If the declarant is ,mavallable 
and the statement cannot be classi t':I.ed as a declaration agdnst 
interest, the Commission does not oelieve that the statement is 
sufficiently truatwortlly to be int:l'oc.uced as evidence. [Except 
for the last sentence, this explanation for deleting the second 
sentence of § 1870(5) is the same as the explanation that was given 
for repealing § 1849.) 

The Commission shoul~ nate that the exception dealing with declarations 

ot Joint obligors, Joint obligees, Joint tenants and predecessors in interest 

was apparent~ omitted from the Uniform Rules by design and not by inad-

vel'tence. The Uniform Law Commissioners explain that these subdivisions 

"adopt the policy of Mod.el Code Rules 506, 507 and 508. II (Comment, UBE 

63 (7).) The American Law Institute explanation for omitting this exception 

to the hearsay rule is as follows: 

The common law rules covering the first three situations 
[declarations of joint obligors or joint obligees, declarations 
of joint tenants, and declarations of predecessors in interest] 
do not expressly require that the declan.tion be against the 
interest of the declarant. In the cases dealing with declarations 
of joint obligors and Joint obligees, and joint tenants, the admitted 
l1eclarations are always against such interest. In cases dealing 
with declarations of a prei1ecessor in interest, the :English courts 
admit only those affecting the quantity or quality of the declarant's 
interest, and all the admitted declarations are against interest. 
The .American cases admit a:Lso declarations which affect only 
the declarant's power to convey. III all but two or three stray 
instances, the admitted declarations were against interest. There 
is no reason why a hearsay declaration. • • which is self serving 
or which has no indicium of verity should be received against 
the party mere~ because he happens to be in the relation of Joint 
obligor, or joint owner, or predecessor in interest with the 
declarant. The application of the common law rules has resulted 
in absurd distinctions, particularly in bankruptcy actions and 
actions for wrongful debt and on policies of insurance. This 
Rule, therefore, rejects the statement of the common law to this 
extent, and takes care of these declarations under Rule 509 
[l1eclarations against interest 1. In so dOing, it is cOl1trary 
to only two or three deciSions, none of which carefully considered 
the problem. {)Iodel Code pp. 252-253.1 

The foregoing argument assumes the availabllity of the declarant, 

for under the Model Code all hearsay evidence vas admissible if the 
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decla!'ant was unava1J.e.ble. Although this COlI!lllission has rej ected 

t he M'l~.,~~. Cede: R principle trut :\1",.. r!32.Y :"1:'om unav£.~. la':>l'" dpcl ":,.,,.,.1;6 

sl!0l:1.d ba aJ.mlsGible, the !, ".',S~llS st~.i,~ ·'. f "ll' olU.1.tting tbl.il C'X..J1I'OY, law 

exception to the hearsay ru.:e are as germane to our present problem as 

they were to the ModeJ. CN~~ . The Uniform. I.mr Commissioners were apparently 

persuaded 'by this ratio:>:lL.i ;; :;01' they, too, omitted this exception from the 

Uniform Rules even though they rejected the Model Co~e's underlying principle 

that he~~ is admissible if the declarant is unavailable. 

Paragraph (b) of 6n]1,1'1-;i sion (911.) has been dra'ft.eo. t') etate the 

existing exception for decl<>:,:,ations of joint owners, joint debt. )':"s or 

other persons Jointly interested which is now contained in the second 

sentence of C.C.P. § 1870(5). Although the question of whether the principle 

of § 1870(5) should be continued in the Rules of Ev1.:J.ence has not been 

decided as a policy 11k~,tt.,r, the staff has wri t'; ~n this exception into 

subdivision (911.) a.'ld. he.s m~de appropriate adjll.I';;ments in the recommendations 

relating to the repeal and. adjustment of exisi <:lg statmea in order to be 

consistent with the action taken 'by the Commission in regard to § 1849. 

The staff, howeVar, is persuaded. 'by the ALI argument, and. recommends the 

repeal of both §§ 1849 and 1870(5) with the explanation previously appended 

to § 1870(5) (quoted above). 

As subdivision (911.) is new, neither the subdivision nor the cozmnent 

thereto have been approved as to language. 

Rule 63(10). The underscored language at the end of the subdivision 

has been added to carry out the action of the Commission at the July meeting. 

In the cOlllllleJit, l1m1tatian "(4)" bas been added to the last paragraph 

because of the change made in the subdivision 'by the Commission. 
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Rule 63(1.2). The next to the last paragraph of the cormnent has 

been added to explain more fully the limitations of subdivision (1.2). 

Rule 63(15). The cormnent has been revised as directed by the 

Commission at its July meeting. 

Rule 63(22). The third sentence of the cormnent has been added as a 

justification for this exception to the hearsay rule. The Oormntssion was 

unable to agree on a justification for this exception at the July meeting. 

This explanation is that given by the American Law Institute in its 

report on this exception as it appeared in the Model Code of Evidence. 

(Model Code p. 524.) 

Rule 63(29). In order to express more accurately the existing 

Cal.1tornia law the entire cormnent has been rewritten. You Will note 

that the first paragraph of the cOl!l!Jlent no longer indicates that paragraph 

(a) goes beyond existing California law. This revision appears to be 

justified by such cases as Russell v. Langford, 135 Cal. 356 (1902), 

which held that a statement in a will was admissible as proof of the 

truth of its contents even though the will was but a year old when the 

action was tried. 

Adjustments and Repeals of Existing Statutes. At the July meeting 

some question was raised concerning the repeal of statutes referring to 

"declaration, act or omission" in reliance upon a prOVision of the Uniform 

Rules which refers only to statements. Please note footnote 8 at the 

bottom of page 11 which was placed in the recDrmnendation to explain how 

the Uniform Rules supersede such sections. 

Code of C1 vil Procedure 

Section 1848. The Southern Section of the State Bar Cormntttee agrees 
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with the Commission that Section 1848 should be repealed; however, the 

Commission Day want to revise the comment UDder this section in the 

tentative recommendation in view of the comment of the SOuthern Section 

concerning this section. The Southern Section stated: 

Proposed repeal of this section was approved, despite the 
fact that Prof. Chadbourn does not recooanend repeal. (he' 
fails to comment at all) and despite the fact that the 
section does not appear to have any particular applicability 
to the rules on hearsay. Tbe members of the Southern Section 
felt that C.C.P. § 1848 is so ambiguous and, on its face so 
idiotic that no useful purpose would be served by retaining 
it. 

Section 1849. The comment has been revised in View of the action of 

the CommiSSion at the July meeting. 

Section 1870(5). The comment relating to the second sentence of 

tbis subdivision has been reVised in order to Dake it conSistent with 

the action taken by the Commission when it conSidered Section 1849. 

Section 2016. The question to be resolved here is whether the 

standard for unavailability as a condition for the introduction of a 

deposition taken in the same action should be conSistent With the standard 

for unavailability as a condition for the introduction of testilllony taken 

in a prior action, ~, whether the URE standard of unavailability Bhould 

be substituted for the standards for unavailability under C.C.P. § 2016. 

"Unavailability" under C.C.P. § 2016 nay be compared with 

"unavailability" under ReVised Rule 62(6) by the following table. Where 

unavailability is relied on, the respective sections permit the testimony 

to be introduced if' the declarant is: 

Rule 62(6) 

(a) Privileged from 
testifying about the natter 

(b) Disqualified from 
testifying to the natter 
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(c) Dead or unable to testify 
because of physical or mental 
illness. 

(d) Absent beyond. reach of court's 
process and proponent could not 
have secured his presence with 
reasonable diligence. 

(e) Absent and proponent does not 
know and has been unable to 
discover whereabouts with 
reasonable diligence. 

(i) Dead; (iii) Unable to attend 
or testify because of age, sick
ness, infirmity, or imprisonment. 

(11) Beyond 150 miles or out of 
State, unless it appears proponent 
procured the absence. 

( i v) Absent and proponent has been 
unable to procure attendance by 
subpena. 

Revised Rule 62(:7) provides that a declarant is not unavailable if 

any of the listed conditions is due to the procurement or wrongdoing of 

the proponent. There is no Similar condition in C.C.P. § 2016 applicable 

to all of the conditions listed. 

C.C.P. § 2016 also permits a deposition to be used when such excep-

tional circumstances exist as to make such use desirable. This provision 

is not considered here because it is not a condition involving unavail-

ability. 

It is apparent from the foregOing table that there is not a great 

amount of difference between the standards except insofar as Revised 

Rule 62(6) adds privilege and disq,ualification as grounds for unavaU-

ability. To understand what the substitution of the URE standard would 

mean, then, it is necessary to consider how the additional Revised Rule 

62(6) grounds, - privilege and disq,ualification - would operate in 

connection with C.C.P. § 2016. 

In the First Supplement to Memorandum No. 19(1961), it was pointed 

out that Revised Rule 62(6)(a) does not permit privileged evidence to 

be introduced. It only permits unprivileged evidence to be introduced 

which would be introduced anyway if the declarant stayed at least 150 
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JllUes from the court. ~e operation of' Revised Rule 62(6) will be similar 

in relstion to C.C.P. § 2016. Tslte this example: 

Self-incrimination. {This privilege is chosen because it is about 

the only one that would not be wsived by testifYing in a deposition 

anyway.) 

P, a pedestrian, is struck by a green llu1ck while crossing 

a street in a cross-wslk. The automobile does not stop. P sues 

D, alleging that D is the driver and that D failed to stop for a 

red light. D denies COIIIID1 tting the offense. D locates a 

Witness, W, who will testifY at the trial that the car involved 

had a dented left rear fender and a license number beginning 

ZT . . • . D then locates X, the owner of' a green Buick meeting 

W's description, and takes his deposition. X, still thinking 

he is in the clear, admits in the deposition that he owns a 

green Buick, that it has a dented left rear fender, that its 

license number is ZTC 335, and that he was driving it at the 

particular tilne involved. At the trial, D calls W, then calls X. 

X, seeing that D has discovered his complicity, invokes the 

privilege asainst self-incrimination. D then offers X's 

depOSition. Objection on the ground of hearsay. 

Ruling: Objection sustained. The testimony does not fall 

within the declsration against penal interest exception, nor 

does it fall vithin any other exception to the hearsay rule. 

The Witness is not "unsvailsble" as defined in C.C.P. § 2016, 

so the testimony is not admissible under that section. Of course, 

the judge might rule that "such exceptionsl circumstances exist as 

to make it desirable to allow the deposition to be used." 
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But, there is no assurance in Section 2016 that the judge 

will so rule. 

If the "unavailability" standards of Revised Rule 62(6) 

were substituted, the evidence would be clearly admissible. 

It Bhould be noted that, if the action against D were a different 

civil action than the one in which the deposition was taken, the 

deposition would be admissible as former testimoDy under Revised 

Rule 63(3) because the Rule 62 standard of unavailability is there used. 

Moreover, if D were prosecuted for the "hit-run," the deposition would be 

admiSSible, for under Revised Rule 63(3&-) the party against whoJII the 

deposition is being offered - the prosecution - would have an interest 

and motive for cross-examination Similar to that of the plaintiff in 

the civil action in which the depOsition was taken. Substituting a 

reference to Rule 62 for the definition of unavailability now contained 

in § 2016, therefore, would merely permit depositions to be used in the 

action in which taken to the same extent that testimony and depositions 

in other actions can be used where the ground for such use is 

"unavailability. " 

So far as Revised Rule 62(6)(b) is concerned, the addition of 

disqualification as a ground for unavailability under § 2016 would probably 

not change the existing law. The important thing to note is that, when a 

deposition is introduced, objection may be made to the depOsition or any 

part of it for any reason which would require the exclusion of the evidence 

if the witness were then present and testitying. (C.C.P. § 2016(e).) 

Hence, if the deposition of a witness is inadmissible under the Dead Man's 

Statute, his depOsition would remain inadmissible for subdiVision (e) 
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would still re!lain in C.C.P. § 2016. As pOinted out in the Second 

Supplement to Memo. 19(1961) (see note 2 on page 7), it is somewhat 

difficult to determine just what the existing law is. 

But in any event, it is unlikely that the substitution of Revised 

Rule 62(6) will have any great effect on the existicg law; for the 

admissibility of depositions taken from witnesses who are incompetent at 

the time of trial will depend upon the interpretation given by the SUpreme 

court to the provision that such depositions are subject to any objection 

which "for any reason • • • would require the exclusion of the evidence 

if the witness were then present and testifyicg." 

As the amendment to § 2016 recommended by the staff would not effect 

any great chacge in the law, as the BJQendment would make the standards 

for the admissibility of former testimony and depositions the same 

insofar as these standards depend on unavailability, and as the amendment 

might, in some cases, permit unprivileged and competent evidence to be 

introduced which now might be excluded, the staff recommends that § 2016 

be amended as indicated in the attached tentative recommendation. 

Section 2047. This section and the comment thereto were revised 

to carry out the direction of the Commission at the May meeticg. The 

specific language and the explanation have not been considered by the 

Commission. 

Penal Code § 686. Some of the problems involved in Penal Code § 686 

were developed quite fully in the supplement to Memorandum No. 7(1961) 

dated 2/6/61. That discussion will not be repeated here. It is sufficient 

to point out here that § 686 states the defendant's right to confront 

the witnesses against him. Three exceptions are stated: 
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(1) Testimony at the preliminary exam1Mtion my be read it' the 

witness is "dead or insane or cannot With due diligence be faurul. within 

the stAte." 

(2) Testimony of a prosecution witness contained in a deposition 

taken under the provisions of Section 882 of the Penal Code may be read 

if the witness is "dead or insane or cannot with due diligence be found 

wi thin the stAte." 

(3) Testimony of a witness for either prosecution or defense given 

on a former trial of the S8IIIe action may be read if the vi tness is 

"deceased, insane, out of Jurisdiction" or "cannot vith due diligence 

be found within the state." 

Although the right of confrontation might be considered to be 

applicable to hearsay generally, the cases have apparently 

construe~ this section So that it applies to h'earssy that is 

admitted under the former testimony exception only,. Bence, hearsay is 

admiSSible despite the declaration of this section and despite the tact 

that the particular hearsay involved does not tall within one of the 

stated exceptions of this section. l 

When the Commission considered Rule 63(3), it assumed that the rule 

would be applicable to prosecution and defendant alike. Bence, standards 

were drafted to protect the defendant's right of confrontAtion. This 

1. People v. Alcalde, 24 Cal.2d 117 (1944)(hearsay of victim admitted 
under stAte of mind exception); People v. Weatherford, 27 Ca1.2d 
401 (1945)(hearsay of decedent admitted under declaration against 
interest and stAte of miDd exceptions); People v. Gordon, 99 Cal. 
227 (1893)( testimony of vitness at prior trial of S8IIIe action 
1 nadm1 ssibl.e - third exception to right of confrontation was not 
enacted until 1911 ). 
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aSSUlllptioD was not correct. In People v. ~, l.32 Cal.. 26l. (l.90l), the 

Supreme Court pOinted out that Penal Code Section 686 prohibits the 

prosecution from introducing former test1moQy except as provided in that 

sectioD; but the defendant is not restricted by Section 686 - be ~ 

introduce alliY former test:llDony admiSSible under the genetv.l hearsay rul.e. 

Under Section 686, the prosecution my introduce only test:llDony taken at 

the preliminary bearing in the same case, test:llDony in a depoSition taken 

in the same case ILDd test:llDolliY given on a former trial. of the _ case. 

Insofar as the tormer test:llDolliY exception 1s broader, it is a rul.e of 

eVidence ava1l.abl.e onl.y to the defendant. 

If the Commission desires Revhed Rul.e 63( 3) to have the full meaning 

that was intended when the Call1lission red%Vofted this subdivision, Penal. 

Code § 686 shoul.d be amended to provide an exception for hearsay generally. 

Then Rul.e 63(3) voul.d be opetv.tive 1n criminal. actions to the same extent 

that other exceptions to the hearsay rul.e are opetv.tive. Such an amend

ment woul.d also be desitv.bl.e as a decl.a%Votion of the existing law insofar 

as hearsay generally is concerned. Without such an amendment, IllUch ot 

the language ot Rul.e 63(3) and (3&) is meaningless. 

It was pOinted out in the prior Memotv.ndum (No.7 Supp. (l96l» that 

the second exception stated in Penal Code § 686 inaccurately states the 

existing law. Section 686 proVides that a deposition taken under Section 

A82 ~¥ be read if the witness is dead, insane or cannot with due diligence 

be found within the state. However, Penal. Code § 882 provides that 

deposi tiona taken undAr its provi"Loca _y be read, except in cases of 

homicide, if the witness is unabl.e to attend because of death, insanity, 

Sickness, or infirmity, or continued absence from the state. Moreover, 
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Penal Code § 686 does not provide for the reading of depositions which 

are admissible under Penal Code §§ 1345 and 1362. These contradictions 

in the present statutory law should be corrected by substituting a 

general reference to depositions that are admissible in crim1 nal actions 

for the present incorrect cross-reference to Penal Code § 882. 

Penal Code §§ 1345 and 1362. The staff has previously suggested the 

substitution of a reference to Bule 62 for the present standards of 

unavailability contained in these sections. Section 1345 relates to 

depositions of witnesses who may be unable to attend the trial. The 

section states that such depositions may be read by either party if the 

witness is unable to attend by reason of death, insanity, sickness, 

1nfi:nn1.ty or continued absence from the state. For practical purposes, 

the only change that will be made by the substitution of the cross

reference to Bule 62 will be to add pr1vilege and disqualification as 

grounds of unavailability. Take th1s example: 

D 1s charged with manslaughter. D claims that X is the 

real culprit. X is ill and in prison anyway, so he testifies 

in a deposition that he in fact did commit the crime. The 

prosecution doesn't believe X and goes ahead with D's trial. 

At the time of trial, X has fully recovered and regrets 

having made his previous statement. D calls X as a witness, 

but X invokes the privilege against self-incrimination. D 

then offers the deposition. Objection. 

Buling: Objection sustained. X is not unavailable as 

defined in Section 1345 at the present time. If the Bule 62 

definition of unavailability were substituted, the deposition 
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would be admissible just as it would be under existing law 

if X had remained ill. 

Section 1362 reletes to depositions of' material witnesses who are 

out of the state. SUch depositions may be taken ~ on application 

of the defendant. Under § 1)52, the deposition is admissible if' the 

deponent is "unable to attend the trial." The staff suggests the 

substitution of the Rule 62 definition of' unavailability so that the 

defendant may introduce the deposition even though the witness actually 

attends the trial and invokes either privilege or disqualification and 

refuses to testify. Take this example: 

D has a reputation as a mobster, but has never been 

convicted of a serious crime. D is charged with bribery of 

public officials. X, a former public official suspected of 

receiving the bribe, has made his way to Mexico, and all 

attempts to extradite him have proved unsuccessful. D takes 

X's deposition under §§ 1349-1362 of the Penal Code. In the 

deposition, X testifies that D had nothing to do with the 

alleged bribe. 

As the prosecution does not want to lose a golden 

opportunity to convict D of something, it offers to transport 

X to the trial of D and to return him ~1n to Mexico without 

arresting him on the bribery charge. X attends the trial 

under these circumstances. X is not called by the prosecution, 

but is called by D. X invokes the self-incrimination 

privilege. D offers the deposition. Objection. 

Ruling. Objection sustained. Under § 1362, the deposition 
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is admissible only if the deponent is unable to attend the 

trial. Since X is in attendance, even though he is privileged 

to refuse to testify, his deposition is inadmissible. 

The substitution of the Rule 62 definition of "unavail-

ability" would permit D to use X's deposition in these circum-

stances just as he would if X bad still been in Mexico at the 

time of the trial. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Joseph B. Bl!.rvey 
Assistant EKecutive Secretary 
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TENTATIVE RE<XM4ENDATION OF THE CALIFORNIA 

LAW REVISION COMMISSION 

THE UNIFORM RULES OF EVIDEtiCE 

Article VIII. Hearsay ~'idence 

The Unif'orm Rules of Evidence (hereinafter somet:l.llles deSignated 

as ''URE'') were promulgated by the National Conference of CoIImlssioners 
1 

on Unif'orm State Laws in 1953. In 1956 the Legislature authorized 

and directed the Law ReviSion Commission to make a study to determine 

whether the Uniform Rules of Evidence should be enacted in this 

State. 

The tentative recommendation of' the Law Revision Commission 

on Article VIII of' the Uniform Rules O'f Evidence is set forth herein. 

This article, conSisting of' Rules 62 through 66, relates to the 

admissibility of' hearsay evidence in proceedings conducted by or 

under the supervision of a court. 

1 A copy of a printed pamphlet containing the Uniform Rules of 
. Fndence may be obtained from the National Conference of 

Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, 1155 East Sixtieth Street, 
Chicago 37, Illinois. The price of the pamphlet is 60 cents. 
The Law Revision Commission does not have copies of this 
pamphlet available for distribution. 
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GENERAL SCHEME OF URE RULES 62-66 

The opening paragraph of URE Rul.e 63 provides: 

Evidence of a statcoent which is made other than by a 
>:itness "hile testifying at the hearing offered to prove 
the truth of the matter stated is hearsay evidence and 
inadmissible except: 

2 With one important qualification, hereafter discussed, this 

paragraph states the common-law hearsay rule. Subdivisions (1) throUGh 

(31) of tIRE Rule 63 state a series of e:~ception5 to the hearsay rule. 

The comment of the Commissioners on Uniform State Laws on the general 

scheme or URE Rul.e .63 is as follows: 

This rule follOITB Wigmore in defining hearsay as an 
extrajudicial statement which is offered to prove the truth 
of the matter ~tated • • . • The policy of the rule is to 
make all hearsay, even though relevant, inadmissible except 
to the extent that hearsay ststeJ2lents are admissible by the 
exceptions under this rule. In no instance is an exception 
baaed sol~ly upon the idea of necessity arising from the fact 
of the unavailability of the declarant as a witness • . • . 
The traditional policy is adhered to, namely that the probative 
value of hearsay is not a mere matter of weight for the trier 
of fact but that its having any value at all depends primarily 
upon the circumstances under which the statement was made. The 
element of unavailability of the declarant or the fact that the 
statement is the best evidence available is a factor in a very 
limited number of situations, but for the most part is a relatively 
minor factor or no factor at all. Most of the following exceptions 
are the expressions of common law exceptions to the hearsay rule • 
• lhere there is lack of uniformity I!lJlOllg the states with respect to 
a particular exception a seriouB effort has been made to state the 
rule which seelllS most sensible or "hich reflects the weight of 
authority • . . . The exceptions reflect same broadening of scope 
as will be note~ in the comments under the particular sections. 
These changes not only have the support of experience in long 
usage in some areBS but have the support of the best legal talent 

See the Comment cf the Law Revision Commission to Rule 63 (opening 
paragraph), page 9. 
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in the field of evidence. Yet they are conservative changes and 
represent a rational middle ground between the extremes of 
thought and should be acceptable in any fact-finding tribunal, 
whether jury, Judge or administrative bod.y. 

RE'lISION OF URE IDLm 62-66 

The Law Revision Commission tentatively recommends thatURE 

Rules 62-66, revised as hereinafter indicated, be enacted as the 

lay in california. 3 It will be seen that the Comm1ssion has concluded 

that many changes should be made in URE Rules 62-66. In some cases the 

suggested changes go only to language. In others, however, they reflect 

a considerably different point of view on matters of substance from 

that taken by the Commissioners on Uniform state Laws. In virtually all 

such instances the rule proposed by the Law Revision Commission is less 

liberal as to the admissibility of hearsay evidence than that proposed 

by the Commissioners on Uniform State Lays. Nevertheless, the tentative 

recommendation of the Commission would make a broader range of hearsay 

evidence admissible in the courts of this State thaD is now the case. 

In the discussion which follows, the text of the Uniform Rule 

or a subdivision thereof as proposed by the Commissioners on Unifo~ 

State Laws is set forth and the amendments tentatively recommended by 

the Law Revision Commission are shown in strikeout type and italics. 

Each provision is followed by a comment of the Lay Revision Commission. 

3 The final reCOlllllendation of the Commission on the Uniform Rules will 
indicate the appropriate code section numbers to be assigned to the 
rules as revised by the Commission. 
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C Where the Collllli.8sion bas proposed a modification which relates only 

to the form of the rule or the purpose of which is obvious upon 

first reading, DO exphnation of the Commission's revision is stated. 

In other cases the reasons for the LaM Revision Commission's 

disagreement with the Commissioners on Uniform State Laws are stated. 

For a detailed analysis of the various rules and the California 

law relating to hearsay, see the research study begiIlIl1ng on 

page __ _ This stu~ vas prepared by the Commission's research 

consultant. 
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c Rule 62 
(J4) 

RULE 62. DEFINITIONS. 

Rule 62. As used in [RW±9-93-aRa-~~8-9K8ep~~9R8-aRa-~R 

~fte-~ellew~Bg-pw±eaT] Rules 62 through 66: 

(1) "Statement" means not only an oral or written expres

sion but also non-verbal conduct of a person intended by him 

as a substitute for words in expressing the matter stated. 

(2) IIDeclarantII is a person who makes a statement. 

()) "Perceive ll means acquire knowledge through one's 

[SWill] senses. 

(4) IIpublic [QUi,eiaJ,U] officer or employee of a state or 

territory of the United States~ includes (aR-s~~i:ei:a!-sE-a 

c: peli~i:ea!-ewea!¥!ei:sR-sE-ewek-e~a~e-sp-~ePPi:~spy-allla-ef-a-

M~Ri,ei:pali:~YT] an officer or employee of: 

la) This State or any county. city. district. authority. 

agency or other political subdivision of this State. 

(b) Any other state or territory of the United States 

or any public entity in any other state or territory that 

is substantially equivalent to the public entities included 

under paragraph (a) of this subdivision. 

(5) "Statetl includes each of the United States and the 

District of Columbia. 

[tet--UA-eHei,B8BBU-ae-~Bee-i:R-8K99p~i:eR-t13t-aka±1-i:Belwae 

eyepy-ki:Ra-sf-e~i:ReBaT-pP8feB8i:eIll7-s8ewpa~i:8RT-8alli:Bg-sp 

9pepa~i:eR-eE-i:Be~i:~~~i:eR8T-wke~kep-eappi:ea-eB-fep-ppefi:~-ep 

C Be~T] 
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Rule 62 

121 [~~~] Except as otherwise provided in subdivision 

(7) of this rule. "unavailable as a witness" [3:Re;!,lielee-s:i:'I;lia

'I;:i:sRs-wkspe] means that the [w:i:'I;asss] declarant is~ 

(a) Exempted on the ground of privilege from testifying 

concerning the matter to which his statement is relevant~ [T-SP] 

(b) Disqualified from testifying to the matter~ [T-ep] 

(c) Dead or unable ('I;s-ee-~peseR'!;-sP] to testify at the 

hearing because of [elea'!;k-sp-'!;ksa-s*:i:s'l;3:Rg] physical or mental 

illness~ (T-SP J 

(d) Absent beyond the jurisdiction of the court to compel 

appearance by its process and the proponent of his statement 

could not in the exercise of reasonable diligence have secured 

the presence of the declarant at the hearin~ [T-SP] 

(e) Absent from the [~*ase-sfJ hearing (eeealiss] and the 

proponent of his statement does not know and with reasonable 

diligence has been unable to ascertain his whereabouts. 

(7) For the purposes of subdivision (6) of this rule. 

[iii'!;] a [W:i:'I;R8SS] declarant is not unavailable as a witness! 

(a) If the judge finds that [k:i:s) the exemption, dis

qualification, death, inability _or absence of the declarant 

is due to the procurement or wrongdoing of the proponent of 

his statement for the purpose of preventing the (w:i:'I;Ress] 

declarant from attending or testifyinKl [T] or ['I;s-'I;as 

elil~ae*e-Reg*ee'l;-sf-sliek-~ap'l;YT-ep] 

(b) If unavailability is claimed [1iRe\ep-e*aliee-fe\~-ef-'I;ae 

~peeeel:i:Rg-~aPagPa~k) because the declarant is absent beyond the 
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c Rule 62 

jurisdiction of the court to compel appearance by its process 

and the judge finds that the deposition of the declarant could 

have been taken by the proponent by the exercise of reasonable 

diligence and without undue hardship [;] or expense. [aBa 

~Ra~-~Re-~peea81e-impe~aRee-e~-~Re-~es~imeRy-is-s~eR-aB-~e 

~~B~ifY-~Re-e*feRSe-e~-~aHiRg-B~eR-«e~esi~ieRT] 

(a) uFormer testimony" means testimony given UDder oath 

or affirmation as a witness in another action or proceeding 

conducted by or under the supervision of a court or other 

official agency having the power to determine controversies 

or testimony in a deposition taken in compliance with law in 

c= such an action or proceeding. 

(9) I1Another action or proceeding" includes a former 

hearing or trial of the same action or proceeding. 

COMMENT 

This Rule defines terms used in Rules 62-66. The Rule as proposed by 

the Commissioners on Uniform state Laws has been considerably revised in form 

in the interest of clarity of statement. 

The significance of the definition of "statement" contained in lJRE 62(1) 

is discussed in the comment to the opening paragraph of Rule 63. 

lJRE Rule 62(6) has been omitted because "a business" is used only in 

subdivisions (13) and (14) of Rule 63 and the term is defined there. 

Rule 62 defines the phrase "unavailable as a witness," alia this phrase 

C is used in tIRE Rules 62-66 to state the condition which must be met whenever 
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Rul.e 62 

the admissibility of hearsay evidence is dependent upon the present unavalla-

bUity of the de<:larant to testify. The admissibility of evidence under 

certain hearsay exceptions provided by existing California law is also dependent 

upon the unavailability of the hearsay declarant to testify. But the conditions 

constituting unavailability under existing law vary from exception to exception 

without apparent reason. Under some exceptions the evidence is admissible if 

the declarant is dead; under others, the evidence is admissible if the declar-

ant is dead or insane; under others, the evidence is admissible if the declar-

ant is absent from the jurisdiction. For these varying standards of unavail-

ability, Rule 62 substitutes a uniform standard. 

The phrase "unavailable as a 'Witness" as defined in Rule 62 includes, in ad

dition to ,cases where the declarant is physically unavailable (dead, insane, or 

absent from. the jurisdiction), situations in which the declarant is legally un-

4 
available, ~, where he is prevented from testifying by a claim of privilege 

or is disqualified fran testifying. There would seem to be no valid distinc-

tion between admitting the statements of a dead., insane or absent declarant 

and admitting those of one who is legally not available to testify. Of 

course, if the out-of-court declaration is itself privileged, the fact that 

the declarant is unavailable to testify at the hearing on the ground of 

privilege will not make the declaration admissible. The exceptions to the 

hearsay rule that are set forth in the subdivisions of Rule 63 do not declare 

that the evidence described is necessarily admissible. They merely declare 

that such evidence is not inadmissible under the hearsay rule. If there is 

some other rule of law -- such as privilege -- which renders the evidence 

4 Unde~ lIRE Rules 23-40, which will be the subject of a later recommendation of 
the Commission, B. privil"-e" ""1St be claimed by the bolder, or by some person 
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llule 62 

1.lIadm1ssib~e. the court is not authorized to admit the evidence merely 

because it falls within an exception to the hearsay rule. llule 62. 

therefore, Will :permit the introduction ot hearsay evidence where the 

declarant is umvauable because of privilege only if the declaration 

itself is not privileged or inadmissible for some other reason. 

The last clause ot ORE llule 62 has been deleted by the Camd.ssion tor 

it adds nothing to the :preceding language. 

SUbdiviaions (8) and (9) have been added to permit convenient use of 

the defined terms in the fomer teat1.moIly exceptions, llule 63(3) and (3&). 

The definition of "another action or proceeding" given in subdivision (9) 

is the same aa that given by the california courts to the tem ":t'omer action" 

contained in subdiviSion 8 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1870. 

entitled to claim it for him,in order to be operative. Hence, under llule 62, 
it will be necessar.y for the declarant to be called as a witness and for the 
privilege to be claimed before the court rsay find the declarant unavailable 
on the ground of :privilege. 
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Rule 63 

c: RULE 63. HEARSAY EVIDENCE EXCLUDED - EXCEPTIONS. 

Opening Paraff~aph; General Rule Excluding Hearsay Evidence. 

Rule 63. Evidence of a statement which is made other than 

by a witness while testifying at the hearing and is offered to 

prove the truth of the matter stated is hearsay evidence and ~ 

inadmissible except: 

COMMENr 

This language, prior to the word "except," states the hearsay rule in 

its classical form, with one qualification: because the vord "statement" 

as used herein is defined in Rule 62(1) to mean only oral or written 

expression and assertive nonverbal conduct -- i.e., nonverbal conduct 

C intended by the actor as a substitute for vorde in expressing a matter 

it does not define as hearsay at least same types of nonassertive conduct 

which our courts today would probably regard as amounting to extrajudicial 

declarations and thus hearsay, e.g., the flight of X as evidence that he 

committed a crime. The Commission agrees with the draftsmen of the ORE 

that evidence of nonaseertive conduct should not be regarded as hearsay 

for two reasons. First, such evidence, be1ng nonassertive, does not in-

velve the veracity of the declarant and one of the principal purposes of 

the hearsay rule is to subject the veracity of the declarant to cross-ex-

amination. Second, there is frequently a guarantee of the trustworthiness of 

the inference to be drawn from such nonassertive conduct in that the conduct 

itself evidences the actor's own belief in and hence the truth of the 

c: 
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c matter inferred. To put the matter another way, in such cases actions 

speak louder than words. 

The word "except" introduces 31 subdivisions drafted by the 

Commissioners on Unifornt state Laws which define various exceptions 

to the hearsay rule. These and several additional subdivisions added 

by the Commission are commented upon individually below. 

c 

c 
-11-
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Rule 63 (1) 

Subdivision (1): Previous Statement of Trial Witness, 

(1) [A-6tateMeRt-~pe¥~e~elY-Maee-9y-a-~epeeR-wke-~e 

~pe8eRt-at-tke-ReapfRg-aHa-availa91e-fep-epe8e-e*am~p.atieH 

witR-pe8~e8t-te-tke-6tatemep.t-aRe-~t8-e~B~eet-MattePT-~pevieea 

tke-etatemeRt-we~la-Be-a&M~e8~Ble-~f-Maee-By-aeelaPaAt-wk~~e 

te8tifY~Rg-a8-a-w~tRe88tJ A statement made by a person who 

is a witness at the hearing. but not made at the hearing. if 

the statement would have been admissible if made by him while 

testifying and the statement: 

(a) Is inconsistent with his testimony at the hearing 

and is offered in compliance with Rule 22;5 or 

(b) Is offered after evidence of a prior inconsistent 

statement or of a recent fabrication by the witness has been 

received and the statement is one made before the alleged 

inconsistent statement or fabrication and is consistent with 

his testimony at the hearing; or 

(c) Concerns a matter as to which the witness has no 

present recollection and is contained in a writing which (i) 

was made at a time when the fact recorded in the writing 

actually occurred or was fresh in the witness's memory. (ii) 

was made by the witness himself or under his direction or by 

some other person for the purpose of recording the witness's 

5'Rule 22 will be the subject of a later study and recommendation 
~y the Commission. The rule as proposed by the Go~~issioners on 
Uniform State Laws is as follows: 

C As affecting the credibility of a witness (a) in examining 
the witness as to a statement made by him in writing 

-12-
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Rule 63 (1) 

c: statement at the tiffi6 it was made, (iii) is offered after 

c 

c 

the witness te8liDes tha.t the statement he made was a true 

statELrnent of s·, ~~h f~£U~r:d (iv) is offered after the writing 

is authenticated as <!n accurate record of the statement. 
~ -- .-.-~-

inconsistent ~~th any part of his testimony it shall not 
be necessary to show or read to him any part of the writing 
provided that if the judge deems it feasible the time and' 
place of the writing and the name of the person addressed, 
if any, shall be indicated to the witness; ' (b) extrinsic 
evidence of prior contradictory statements, whether oral 
or written, me.de by the witness, may in the discretion 
of the judge be excluded unless the witness was so 
examined while testifying as to give him an opportunity 
to identify, explain or deny the statement; (cl evidence 
of traits of his character other than honesty or veracity 
or their opposites, shall be inadmissible; (d) evidence of 
specifj.c instances of his conduct relevant only as 
tending to prove a trait of his character, shall be 
inadmissible. 

-13-
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Rule 63(1) 

COMMENT 

The Commission rl"cOI'!m.:r..c.s against adoption of Rule 63(1) of the 

URE, which would make admi~sible any extrajudicial statement which was 

made by a declarant who is present at the hearing and available for 

cross-examination. URE 63(1) would permit a party to put in his case 

through written statements carefully prepared in his attorney's office, 

thus enabling him to present a smoothly coherent story which could 

often not be duplicated on direct examination of the declarant. Even 

it the declarant were then called to the stand by the adverse party 

and cross-examined the net illlpaCt of his testimony would often, the 

Commission believes, be considerably stronger than it would have been 

had the witness's story been told on the stand in its entirety. Inasmuch 

as the declarant is, by definition, available to testifY in open court 

the Cc.mmission does not believe that so broad an exception to the 

hearsay rule is warranted. 

The Commission r~commends, instead, that the present law respecting 

the admissibility of out-ot-court declarations of ~rial \~tnesses be 

codified with some revisio!ls. Accordingly, paragraph (a) restates the 

present lRw respect1nJ the admiSSibility of prior ~ncon6istent statements 

arid para~aph (b) substantially restates the present law reGarding the 

admissibility ~f prior consistent statements except that in both instances 

thp. e>Ct .. G,1I.uUcial declarations are admitted as substantive evidence in the 

-14-
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cause rather than, as at the present, solely to impeach the witness in the 

case of prior inconsistent statements and, in the case of prior consistent 

statements, to rebut a r!~~ge of recent fabrication. The Commission 

believes that it is r.ct rc,,,ll,,tic to expect a jury to understand and apply 

the subtle distinctioD3 tak~, in the present law as to the purposes for 

which the extrajudicial statements of a trial witness may and may not be 

used. Moreover, when a party needs to u.sc a prior inconsistent statement 

of a trial witness in order to make out a prima facie case or defense, 

he should be able to do so. In many cases the prior inconsistent 

statement is more likely to be true than the testimony of the witness 

at the trial because it 'Ias made nearer in time to the matter to which 

it relates and is less likely to be influenced by the controversy which 

gave rise to the litigation. 

Paragr!\ph (c), 'Ihich makes admissible what is usually referred to 

as "past recollection rQcorded," makes no radical departure fran 

existing law. The lallGuage stating the circumstances under which such 

eVidence may be introduced, which the COhmuBsion believes provide 

sufficient safeguards o~ the trustworthiness of such statements to 

warrant their aC_tllssion into evidence, is t.akf>n larGel:' f,:,CIc an1 

embodies t:le substance of th" language of C.C.F. § 2047. j'h-,I'e are, 

however, bm sUbstantiv:: differences bet",~en p=agr~<!'!1 (c) gnd 

existing C:,-liforClia le,./: 

First, our present law requires that a foundation be laid for the 

admission of st:..ch evidence by showing (1) that the writing recording the 

statement was made by the witness or under his direction, (2) that the 

writing >Tas made at a time when the fact recorded in the writing actually 
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c occurred or at such' 'other time when the fact was fresh in his memory 

and (3) that the wjtness "kt'e'" that the same lIas correctly stated. in the 

writ t ng. " On the c-:;her L' ~.tL ) \;nn. 'H· para.::;raph (c) the writing may be 

made I"ot on.~y by the wi tne; -5 !.cJ:lsel:? or under his direction but also 

by some other person for ':;Jr yt' rpcse of recordint; the llitness' s statement 

at the time it was made. lIt n~dition, since there is no re~uirement 

under paragraph (c) that the witnesG h:!.msc1f knew that the WTiting is 

a correct record of his statement, the tc~timony of the person who recorded 

the statement may be used to estabEsh tl:o.t the writing is a correct 

record of the statement. The foundation requirement of the present 

law excludes any record of a declarant's statement if the person recording 

the statement was not acting "under the direction" of the declarant. Yet 

such a statement is trustworthy if the declarant is available to testify 

c that he made a true statement and the person who recorded the statement 

is available to testify that he accurately recorded the statement. 

Second, under paragraph (c) the document or other writing embodyina 

the statement is admissible while under the present law the declarant 

reads the writing on the witness stand and it is not otherwise made a 

part of the record unless it is offered ~ the adverse party. 

c 
-16-
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Rule 63 (2) 

Subdivision (2): Affidavits. 

(2) (A~~~QaYi~a-~e-~Re-e*~eB~-aemiaa~9~e-ey-~Re-e~a~~~ee 

ef-~p';ia-e~at.ei) 

COMNENT 

The COllJIIlission does not rec()J!]IJlend the adoption of subdivision (2). 

Rule 63(32} and Rule 66tl vill continue in effect the Fresent statutes 

'.Thieh set forth the conditions under wbieh affidavits are admissible. 

-17-
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Rule 63(3) 

c: Subdivision (3): Former Testimony Offered Against a Party to the 

c 

c 

Former Action or Proceeding. 

(3) [S~B~ee~-~e-~He-8ame-l~ei~a~ieBe-aBa-ee~ee~ieBe-ae 

tho~h-the-declarant-were-testtfying-±n-per3cn;-fat-teet±mony-in 

6ke-~9P~-9C-a-Qepesi~ieR-~a~eB-iR-egep.iaRge-wi6R-tAe-law-9~-~Ais 

e~a~e-'ep-~ee-as-~es~imeBY-~R-~Re-~pia.-e~-~He-aetieR-ia-wkisk 

e~~epeaT-ep-fe~-i'-_fte-~~age-'iRa8-tka_-~ke-ae9lapaR~-i8-~Ravai.

aBle-a9-a-wi~Res8-at-tAe-keapiRa,-testieeR~-aiveR-as-a-witR9SS 

iB-aBe~aep-ae~i9B-ep-iR-a-aepeeitieB-~~eR-iR-99ep.~Ree-wi~a 

law-'ep-~8e-as-~eetiMeBy-iR-tHe-tpia.-e'-aRetAep-ae6i9R.-wkeR 

ti+-tke-testiesBy-i8-e"epeQ-agaiRe~-a-paPt1-wke-eg'9Pse-it-iR 

Ais-eWR-&eka.'-eR-~ks-'sPMep-eeea8i9R.-9P-agaiR8t-tAe-SQ9geSS9P 

iR-iR-epes_-e'-ewek-pap~YT-ep-fii+-_Re-iee~e-i8-SQeR-tftat-tks 

aa¥epee-p&~Y-9a-tke-'9pmep-eesaeieR-ftaQ-tke-pigkt-aRQ-eppept~Rit7 

'sp-epeSS-8K&miRatieR-witk-aR-iRtepest-aRQ-aetive-siailap-te 

~kat-wkiek-tRe-ae¥ep8e-,ap_y-Aas-iR-tk9-aeti9R-iR-wkieR-tAe 

tee~ieeRy-i~-e"epeetJ Subject to the same limitations and 

objections as though the declarant were testifying in person other 

than objections to the form of the question which were not made 

at the time the former testimony was given or objections based on 

competency or privilege which did not exist at that time, former 

testimony if the judge finds that the declarant is unavailable 

as a witness at the hearing and that: 

(a) The former testimony is offered against a party who 

offered it in evidence on his own behalf in another action or 

-18-
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c: proceeding or against the successor in interest of such party; 

.2!: 

c 

c 

(b) The party against whom the testimony is offered was a 

party to the action or proceeding in which the testimony was given 

and had the right and opportunity for cross-examination with an 

interest and motive similar to that which he has at the hearing 

except that in a criminal action or proceeding testimony given at 

a preliminary examination in a criminal action or proceeding other 

than the action or proceeding in which the testimony 1s offered 

and testimony in a deposition taken in another action or proceeding 

is not admissible under this paragraph unless it was received in 

evidence at the trial of such other action or proceeding. 

COMMENT 

The Commission recommends against the adoption of tiRE 63(3)(a). This 

paragraph would make admissible as substantive evidence any deposition taken 

"for use as testimony in the trial of the action in which it is offered" 

without the necessity of showing the existence of any such special circum

stances as the unavailabi1ity of the deponent. In 1957 the Legislature 

enacted a statute (C.C.P. §§ 2016 - 2(35) dealing comprehensively with 

discovery and the circumstances and conditions under which a deposition may 

be used at the trial of the action in which the deposition is taken. The 

provisions then enacted respecting admissibility of depositions are narrower 

than tiRE 63(3)(a). The Commission believes that it would be unwise to 

recommend substantive revision of the 1957 discovery legislation before 

-19-
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substantial experience has been had thereunder. Rule 63(32) and Rule 66A 

will continue in effect the existin~ law relating to the use of a deposi

tion as evidence at the trial of the action in which the deposition is taken. 

Under existing law, the admissibility of depositions in other actions is 

apparently governed by the former testimony exception to the hearsa;y rule 

contained in subdivision 8 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1870. Under 

the Uniform Rules as revised by the Commission, the admissibility of 

depositions in other actions will be governed by the former testimony 

exception contained in subdivisions (3) and (3a) of Rule 63. 

The Commission recommends a modification of URE 63(3)(b). 1.lRE 63(3)(b) 

as proposed by the Commissioners on Uniform state Laws has two important 

preliminary qualifica.tions of admissibility: (1) the declarant must be 

unaVailable as a witness and (2) the testimony is subject to the same 

C limitations and objections as though the declarant were testifying in person. 

c 

The Law Revision Commission recommends that the first qualification be 

retained but that the second be modified. Under the Conunission' s modifica

tion, the nature of the objectiODs which _y be taken to former testimony 

depends upon whether the party against whom the evidence is introduced was 

a party to the former proceeding and, if so, whether he permitted the 

evidence to be introduced a.t that time without objection. In addition, the 

Commission's modification makes clear that the validity of objections based 

on privilege or on the competency of the hearsay declarant is determined by 

reference to the time the former testimony was given. EKisting California 

law is not clear in this respect; some California decisions indicate that 

competency and privilege are to be determined as of the time the former 

testimony was given but others indicate that competency and privilege are 

-20-
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to be determined as of ~he time the former testimony is offered in evidence. 

To accomodate this revision, the Commission has proposed two subdivisions 

deal.ing with former testi.'llony: subdivision (3) "Thich covers former testimony 

which is offered against a person who was a party to the proceeding in which 

the former testimony was given and subdivision (3a) which covers former 

testimony which is offered ag~inst a person whose motive for cross-examination 

is similar to that of a person who had the right and opportunity to cross

exam.tne the declarant at the time the former testimony was given. 

These provisions narrow the scope of the former testimony exception to 

the hearsay rule which is proposed by the Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. 

At the same time, they go beyol'.d. existing Cal.1fornia law which admits 

testimony taken in another legal. proceeding only if the proceeding was a 

former action between the same parties or their predecessors in interest, 

relating to the same matter, or was a former trial. or a preliminary hearing 

in the action or proceeding in which the testimony is offered. However, the 

former testimony is admiSSible only if the party against whom it is offered 

previously offered it in his own behaJ.f or if a party to the previous action 

had the right and opportunity to cross-examine the declarant at the time 

the former testimony was given with an interest and motive similar to that 

which the person against whom the evidence is offered has at the hearing. 

Thus, for example, a Judge will exclude former testimony contained in a 

deposition that was taken, but not offered in evidence at the trial, in a 

different action if he determines that the deposition was tal~en for discovery 

purposes and that a party did not subject the witness to a thorough cross

examination in order to avoid a premature revelation of the weaknesses in 

his testimony or in the adverse party's case. In such a situation, the 
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Rule 63(3) 

c interest aad motive for cross-examination on the previous occasion is 

substantially different than the interest and motive of the party against 

whom such evidence is being of'feree. at the trial of ancther action. 

The Commission beHaves tbat with these limitations and safeguards 

it is better to adm1t than to exclude the former testimony because it ~ 

in partiCular cases be of critical importance to a just decision of the 

cause in which it is offered. 

c 

c 
-22-
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Rule 63(38) 

Subdivision (3a): Former Test:lp..?ny Offered Against a Person Who May Not 

Have Been a Party to the Former Action or Proceeding. 

(3a) SUbject to the same limitations and objections as though the 

de~ant were testi!yins in person other than objections based on competency 

or privilege which did not exist at the time the ~ormer testimony was given, 

former test1l!lony if tlle judge finds that the declarant is unavailable as a 

witness at the hearing, that the former testimony is offered in a civil action 

or proceeding or against the people in a cr1m1nal action or proceeding and that 

the issue is such that a party to the action or proceeding in which the 

former test1ll!ony was given had the right and opportunjty for cross-examination 

with an interest and motive s1l!lUar to that Which the. party against whom 

the testimony is offered has at the hearing. 

This subdivision is discussed in the comment to subdivision (3). 

FoI'1ller test1mony is admissible in criminal cases under subdivision (]a) 

o~ ~inst the prosecution. This l1m1tation has been made to preserve 

the r1gbt of the person accused of crime to confront and cross-examine the 

witnesses against h1l!l. When a person's life or liberty are at stake --as they 

are in a criminal trial -- the Commission does not believe that the accused 

should be compelled to rely on the sufficiency of prior cross-examination 

conducted on behalf of some other person. 
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c 
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Subdivision (4): ContempC',::~?c1J S and Spontaneous Sbt~E!. 

(4) A statement: 

(a) Which the Judge f'inds was made while the declarant was per

ceiving the event or condition which the statement narrates, describes 

or explains.i. [7] or 

(b) Which the Judge finds [lfBs-llalie-wM!e-1;ke-ileehJ'aat-was-liBIlel' 

*ke-R1;l'ess-e'-a-Bel'¥e~-exe't;emeBt-ea~eli-9y-s~ek-~el'eeptieB1-9P~ i!2 
purports to state what the declarant perceived relating to an event or 

condition which the statement narrates, describes or explains and (ii) 

was made . .spontaneously whUe the declarant was under the stress of' 

axci tement caused by such percept1n'" 

(~e~--U'-t;~ ... o..d.a1'ut;-'s-lilI8Vail&8.e-as-e.-wnReJilS7-a-B1;a1;u.eBt; 

HA~~~7-ilesep'9tB6-8P-~laiBiBg-&8-ev.Bt;-Bl'-e8Riit;'eB-wk'ek_1;Be 

C~ 

Paragraph (a) IJJEJ;y' go beyond existing law. The Call1lission believes 

that there is an adequate guarantee of the trustworthiness of' such 

statements in the contemporaneousness or the declarant t S perception of' 
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Rule 63 (4) 

the e'rent and his narration of it; in such a situation there is obviously 

no pr~blem of recollection and virtually no opportunity for fabrication. 

Pare~raph (b) is a cci~fication of the existir.d exception to the 

hearBay rule which makes excited statements admissible. The rationale 

of this exception is that the spontaneity of such statements and the 

declarant' s state of mind at the time when they are made provide an 

adequate guarantee of their trustworthiness. 

The COIlIIDission has deleted paragraph (c) of 1.JRE 63( 4). This 

paragraph would make the statements with which it is concerned admissible 

only when the declarant is unavailable as a witness; hence its rejection 

will doubtless exclude the only available evidence in same cases where, 

if admitted and believed, such evidence night have resulted in a 

different decision. The COIlIIDission was substantially influenced in 

reaching its decision by the fact that Rule 63(4)(c) would make 

routinely taken statements of witnesses in personal injury actions 

admissible whenever such witnesses are unavailable at the trial. Both 

the authorship (in the sense of reduction to writing) and the accuracy 

of such statements are open to considerable doubt. ~reover, as such 

litigation and preparation therefor is routinely handled, defendants 

are more often in possession of statements meeting the specifications 

of Rule 63(4)(c) than are plaintiffs; and it 1s undesirable thus 

to weight the Bcales in a type of action which is so predominant in 

our courts. 
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Ruln 63( 5) 

Subdi'.'J . .z1-.0n (5): Dying Declarations:. 

(5) A statement ty-,. ::J€TSOn [liRaya;i;!..,.l>;;'''' ··Ctt;-c -·;rit.Rees-ee-

ealiee-ef-k~e-eeat.k) since deceased if the judge finds that it 

would be admissible if made bv the declarant at the hearing and 

was made under a sense of impending death, voluntarily and in 

good faith and [wA~le-tAe-4ee*aPaRt-was-eeRee;ielie-ef-Aie-~

peRa~R8-aeat.h-aRe-&elie ... eeJ in the belief that there was no 

hope of his recovery~ [t) 

This is a broadened form of the well-established exception to the 

hearsay rule which makes dying declarations admissible. The existing 

C law _C.C.P. § 1870(4)o4s interpreted by our courts makes such declarations 

admissible only in criminal homicide actions and only when they relate 

C 

to the illmediate cause of the declarant's death. The Caumission believes 

that the ration&le of the present exception--that men are not apt to lie in 

the shadow of death--is as applicable to any other declaration that a 

dying man might llI!Ike as it is to a statement regarding the immediate.; 

cause of his death. Moreover, it perceives no rational basis for 

differentiating, for the purpose of the admissibility of dying declarations, 

between civil and cr1minal actions or among various types of crimi1iaJ. 

actions. 

The CCIr.IIlissior. has substituted "since deceased" for "unavailable as a 

vitness because of his death" so that the question whether the l?roponent 

caused the declaran,' B deatl .. to prevent him from testifying lI18.J': . not be 

~cns idered in deter~ing t;.c a&nissihlllty of the declaration. (~c" VRE 

-26-
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C Rule 63(5) 

c 

c 

6~ (7) (a).) If the declcl:-a-':; ;.on would tend to exonerate the proponent 

of the evidence, the Commission does not believe ~ ~in~ declaration 

should be withheld from the ju+Y even though there is other evidence 

from which the judge might infer that the proponent caused the 

declarant's death to prevent him from giving incriminating testimony. 

The CommiSSion has rearranged and restated the language relating 

to the declarant's state of mind regarding the impendency of death, 

substituting the language of C.C.P. § 1870(4) for that of the 

draftsmen of the tiRE. It has also added the requirement that the 

statement be one that would be admissible if made by the declarant 

at the hearing. The COIIIIIlission' s research consultant suggests that 

the omission of this language from tiRE 63(5) was probably an oversight; 

in any event it seems desirable to lllIIke it clear that the declarant's 

conjecture as to the matter in question is not admissible . 

-'Z7-
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C Rule 6)(6) 

c 

Subdivisi ')n (6): Confes f'j. ons. 

(6) [;R-a-ep~m!Ral-ppeeeea~Rg-ae-aga~Rs~ -t?~ ·ae8¥eeaT 

a-~pev~e~e-e~a~emeR~-9Y-ft~m-P8~a~~ve-~e-~Re-eff8Ree-eRaPgea 

~fT-aRa-eR~y-~fT-~Ae-~¥age-~~Ras-~Aa~-~Ae-a88¥SeQ-wkeR-mak~R!

tAe-eta6emeR~-wae-.eRse~e¥e-aRa-wae-eapaele-e~-WRQepS~aRaiRS 

Wfta'-Re-8a~Q-aR4-4~dT-aR4-tAat-Ae-wa8-Ret-~Ra~8ed-~e-make-tAe 

e_a~emeR~-~a~-WR4ep-8eMP¥le~eR-ep-9Y-~R&li8~ieR-8P-~RPea.6-S& 

iRfl~e~~eR-sf-e~fepiRg-~peR-A~-ep-aRetRePT-ep-9y-~pe.eRgea 

~R'eppegat~eR-¥RQep-S~eA-8~pe¥astaRee&-aS-~e-peRaep-tAe-s~ate

meR~-iRvel~RtaPYT-ep-t9~-8y-tRPea~e-ep-ppeaises-8eR8ePR~Rg 

a8tieR-te-&e-takeR-.y-a-p~&~~8-e&&ieia.-witR-pe&epeRee-~e 

~ke-epimeT-l~ke*y-te-ea¥8e-tke-a8e¥ee4-te-make-.~8R-a-s_atsmSR_ 

fa~ee~YT-QRd-maae-9y-a-p8P8S~-WRsm-~Re-ae8~88d-peaSSRaQly 

ge.ieveQ-~e-Rave-_Ae-pewep-ep-a¥~Repity-ts-exe8~te-tR8-samet] 

In a criminal action or proceeding. as against the defendant. 

a previous statement by him relative to the offense charged. 

but only if the .judge finds that the statement was made freely 

and voluntarily and was not made: 

(a) Under circumstances likely to cause the defendant 

to make a false statement; or 

(b) Under such circumstances that it is inadmissible 

under the Constitution of the United States or the Constitution 

of this State; or 

(c) During a period while the defendant was illegally 

C detained by a public Officer or employee of the United States 

or a state or territory of th~ United States. 
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Rule 63 (G) 

COMMENT 

Paragraphs (a) a:ld (b) and the preliminary lanpage of this 

subdivision substantially restate the existing law governing the 

admissibility of defendants' confessions and admissions in criminal 

actions or proceedings. While the Commission has departed rather 

widely from tbe language of tIRE 63 (6), it is believed that paragraph 

(a) states a principle which is not only broad enough to encompass all 

the situations covered by URE 63(6) but has the additional virtue of 

covering as well analogous situations which, though not within the 

letter of the more detailed language proposed by the draftsmen of the 

URE, are nevertheless within its spirit. 

Paragraph (b) is technically unnecessary since the statute could 

not admit what tbe Constitutions of this state and of the United States 

exclude. It seems desirable to state that proposition here, however, 

both for the sake of completeness and to make it clear that the 

CODIIDission has no thcuuht that the Legislature, in enacting this 

provision, would be asserting that the matter of the admissibility 

of the confessions and admissions of defendants in criminal actions 

and proceedings is a matter solely within the competence of the 

Legislature to determine. 

Paragraph (c) states a condition of admissibility that now exists 

in the federal courts but which has not been applied in the California 

courts. This paragraph will grant an accused person a substantial 

protection for bis statutory right to be brought before a magistrate 

prOlllPtly, for the rule will prevent the state from USing the fruits 

-29-
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<:: Rule 63 (6) 

c 

c 

of the illegal conduct of law enforcement officers. The right of 

prom:pt arraignment if) crranted to assure a person the :naximl.l;n protection 

for his constitutional l'ights. Paragraph (c) will implement this 

purpose by depriving law enforcement officers of an incentive to 

violate the accused's right to be broUGht quickly within the protection 

of' our judicial system. 
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Rule 63 (7) 

Subdivision (7): Admissions by Parties. 

(7) As against himself in either his individual or 

representative capac1ty.1. a statement by a person who is a 

party to [\;ke] a civH action or proceeding whether such 

statement was made in his individual or [a) representative 

capacity~ [aRe-i~-\;ke-la\;\;ep,-wke-wae-ae\;iag-ia-e~ek-pe,

Feeea\;a\;ive-ea,aei\;y-ia-maMiag-\;ke-e\;a\;emea\;t) 

In making extrajudicial statements of a party admissible against 

him this exception merely restates existing law. The COIIIlI1ssion has 

revised the subdivision so that it is applicable only in a civil action 

or proceeding. This revision makes explicit what the draftsmen of the 

ORE undoubtedly intended, that admissions of a defendant in a criminal 

action are governed ~ subdivision (6). 

The Commission has OIIlitted the ORE provision that an extrajudicial 

statement is admissible against a party appearing in a representat~ve 

capacity only if the statement was made ~ him while acting in such 

capacity. The basis of the admissions exception to the hearsay rule 

is that because the statements are the declarant's own he does not need 

t9' cross -examine. Moreover, the party has ample opportunity to deny, 

explain or ~uality the statement in the coursc of thc proceeding. These 

cocslderations appear to the Commissir.n to apply to ar.y extrajudicial 

statement IlIIlde by one nilo is a party to a judicial action or proceedinc 

either in a personal or in a representative capacity. ~~re t~e might be 

spent in many cases in trying to ascertain in what capacity a particular 

statement was made than could be justified by wMtever validity the 

distinction made by the draftsmen of the URE might be thought to have. 
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Rule 6) (8) 

C: ,Subdivision (31~ Authorized and Adoptive Admissions. 

c 

c 

(8) As against a party, a statement: 

(al By ~ person authorized by the party to make a 

statement or statements for him concerning the subject matter 

of the statementl [-T-] or 

(bl Of which the party with knowledge of the content 

thereof has, by words or other conduct, manifested his adoption 

or his belief in its truth~ [-r-] 

This exception restate8 in substance the exist1Dg law with respect 

to authorized and adoptive admissions. 

> 

\ 
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Rule 63 (9) 

Subdivision (9); Vicar ious Admissions, 

• 
(9) As against a party, a statement which would be 

admissible if made by the declarant at the h3aring if: 

(a) The statement is that of an agent, partner or employee 

of the party and (i) the statement [eeReeRReQ-a-ma~~ep-w~t8~R 

~se-seepe-e~-aR-ageRey-ep-emp±eymeR~-eG-tRe-aeelaPaRt-~ep-tS8 

paPty-aRe] was made before the termination of such relationship &] 
and concerned a matter within the scope of the agency. partner

ship or employment and (ii) the statement is offered after. 

or in the Judge's discretion subject to, proof by indepen-

dent evidence of the existence of the relationship between 

the declarant and the party; or 

(b) [tse-~apty-aRQ-tRe-aeelaPaRt-wepe-pap~~e~pat~Re-~R-a 

p~aR-~e-eemmit-a-ep~Me-ep-a-e~v~1-wp~R§-aRa-tke-8ta~emeRt-was 

pelpvaRt-te-~Re~laR-ep-~~s-sY9~ee~-Mattep-aR&-wa8-maae-wRi~e 

tse-plaR-WQ8-!R-eK~eteRee-aRe-ge~epe-it8-8emplete-eHeey~~eR-ep 

e~Rep-tep.iRatieR7] The statement is that of a co-conspirator 

of the party and (i) the statement was made prior to the ter

mination of the conspiracy and in furtherance of the common 

object thereof and (ii) the statement is offered after proof 

by independent evidence of the existence of the conspiracy 

and that the declarant and the party were both parties to the 

conspiracy at the time the statement was made; or 

(c) In a civil action or proceeding. one of the issues 

between the party and the proponent of the evidence of the 

statement is a legal liability of the declarant, and the 

statement tends to establish that liability~ [t] 
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liRE 63(8)(a) makes authorized extrajudicial sta~ew~r.ts admissible. 

Paragraph (9)(a) goes beyc,nd this, making admissible aga:mst a party 

specified extrajudicial. statements of an agent, partner or employee, 

whether or not authorized. A statement is admitted under paragraph (9) 

(a), however, only if it would be admissible if made by the declarant 

at the hearing whereas no such limitation is applicable to authorized 

admissions. The practical scope of paraJ3I'aph (a) is quite limited. 

If the declarant is unavailable at the trial, the self-inculpatory 

statements which it covers would be admissible under URE 63(10) because 

they would be against the declarant's interest. Where the declarant 

is a witness at the trial, many other statements covered by paragraph 

(a) would be admissible as inconsistent statements under liRE 63(1). 

Thus, paragraph (a) has independent significance only as to self-. 

exculpatory statements of agents, partners and employees who do not 

testify at the trial as to the matters within the scope of the agency, 

partnership or employment. For example, the chauffeur's statement 

following an accident, "It wasn't my fault; the boss lost his head and 

grabbed the wheel," would be inadmissible as a declaration against 

interest under subdivision (10), it would be inadmissible as an 

authorized admission under subdivision (8), but it would be admissible 

under paragraph (a) of subdivision (9). One justification for this 

narrow exception is that because of the relationship which existed 

at the time the statement was made it is unlikely that it would 

have been made unless it were true. PJlother is that the existence 

of the relationship makes it highly likely that the party will be able 
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Rule 63(9) 

to nsake an adequate i,nvesUgation of the statement \ii tLout havulg to 

resort to crosB-examinatiOl: of the declarant in open '~"'.l..~1;. 

The Commission ha~ substituted for paragraph (~.) of "he URE 

subdivision language Which substantially restates existing California law 

as found in Section 1870(5) of the Code o:r Civil Procedure. The revised 

paragraph is, hm/ever, somewhat more liberal than the existing California 

law; it nsakes admissible not only statements that the principal has 

authorized the agent to make but also statements that concern matters 

within the scope of the agency. Under existing California law only 

the former statements are admissible. 

Paragraph (b) relates to the admissibility of hearsay statements of 

co-conspirators against each other •. The Commission has substituted for 

the provision proposed by the CommiSSioners on Uniform state Laws 

language which restates existing California law as found in Section 

1870(6) of the Code of Civil Procedure. The Commission believes that 

the more liberal URE rule of admissiblity would be unfair to criminal 

defendants in many cases. 

Under paragraph (a) as revised by the Commission, the court may 

in its discretion receive the agent's statement in evidence subject 

to the later introduction of independent evidence establishing the 

relationship between tr.e declarant and the party. Under paragraph (b), 

however, the court is not granted this discretion, for independent 

evidence of the existence of the conspiracy is required to be introduced 

before the statements of co-conspirators are introduce~ against the 

defendant. The discretion of the court has been limited in this respect 

to prevent the possibilitl that the co-conspirators' statements may be 
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improperly used by;;',,, -l;,:ier-of-fact to establish th~ ::'~.c t; of the 

conspiracy and, in c3,r;c,' where the conspiracy is nct :~l'.;j '1lately 

established, to preverlt tl"e prejudicial effect this "yidence may have 

upon the trier-of-1'act iYl resolving the question cf guilt OD other 

crimes with which the defendant is charged. 

Paragraph (c) restates in substance the existing California law, 

which is found in Section 1851 of the Code of Civil Procedure, except 

that paragraph (c) limits this exception to the hearsay rule to civil 

actions or proceedings. Most cases falling within this exception would 

also be covered by URE Rule 63(10) which makes admissible declarations 

against interest. !Io1'rever, to be admissible under URE 63(10) the 

statement must have been against the declarant's interest when made 

whereas this requirement is not stated in paragraph (c). Moreover, 

the statement is admissible under paragraph (c) irrespective of the 

availability of the declarant whereas under revised Rule 63(10) the 

statement is admissible only if the declarant is unavailable as a 

witness. Some of the evidence falling within this exception, would 

also be admissible under ORE Rule 63(21) which makes admissible against 

indemnitors and persons with similar obligations judgments establishing 

the liability of their indemnitees. 
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Subd1vision (Qa): Declarations of Predecessors in Interest, Joint 

Owners, Joint Debtors and Other Persons JOintly Int~~sted, 

.i9a1 As against a party, a statement which would b!,~s~ible if 

made by the declarant at the hearing if: 

~) The statement is that of a person from whom the party derived 

title to real or personal property and the statement concerned the 

property and was made while such person held title to the property_ 

~) The statement is that of a joint owner, joint debtor or other 

person jOintly interested with the party and (i) the statement was made 

before the termination of such relationship and concerned a matter within 

the scope of such relationship and (ii) the statement is offered after, 

or in the judge's d1scretion subject to, proof by independent evidence 

of the existence of the relationship between the declarant and the 

party_ 

COMMmT 

Paragraph (a) of this subdivision restates in substance the principle 

of the existing California law found in Section 1849 of the Code of Civil 

Procedure. Although Section 1849 literally applies only to real 

property, the existing California case law permits declarations of 

predecessors in interest to be used against successors to either real 

or personal property. 

Paragraph (b) of this subdivision restates in substance the existing 

California law found in the second sentence of subd1vision 5 of Section 

1870 of the Code of Civil Procedure. 



c 
Rule 63{lO) 

Subdivision (loll Declarations Against Inter~~, ,_ 

(10) [8'oi9';eet,-t,e-t,Re-Ulll'taUeB9-"G-eJfee~';i ('t,,- (~ -~., ) 

If the declarant is not a party to the action or l)x-.~c~e_ding 

and the judge finds that the declarant is unavailf'.ble as 

a witness and had sufficient knowledge of the suhj ect, a 

statement which the judge finds was at the time of the (asser~ioH] 

statement so far contrary to the declarant's Pecuniary or 

proprietary interest or so far subjected him to the risk of 

civil or criminal liability or so far [peBeepee] tended to render 

invalid a claim by him against another or created such risk of 

c= making him an object of hatred, ridicule or social [eiea~~peva±] 

disgrace in the community that a reasonable man in his position 

would not have made the statement unless he believed it to be 

true • except that a statement made while the declarant was 

c= 

in the custody of a public officer or employee of the United 

States or a state or territory of the United States is not 

admissible under this subdivision agains,t the defendllrtt; ' in a 

criminal action or proceeding.(t] 

COMMENr 

Insofar as this subdivision makes admissible a statement which was 

against the declarant's pecuniary or proprietary interest when made, it 

restates in substance the caDmon-law rule relating to declarations against 

interest except that the common-law rule is applicable only when the 

declarant is dead. The California rule on declarations against interest, 
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Rul.e 63{1O) 

which is embodied in Sections 1853, 1870(4) and 1946 of the Code of Civil 

Procedure, is perhaps somewhat narrower in scope th~n the u 'IlIllo'l .. law rul.e. 

The justifications for the common-law exceptions are necessi ty, the 

declarant being dead, and trustworthiness in that men do net orJ:.narily 

make false statements against their pecuniary or proprietal·y interest. 

The Commission believes that these justifications are sound and that they 

apply equally to the prOVisions of subdivision (lO) which broaden the 

cOllllllOn-law exception. Unavailability for other causes than death creates 

as great a necessity to admit the statement . Reasonable men are no more 

likely to make false statements subjecting themselves to civil or criminal 

liability, rendering their claims invalid, or subjecting themselves to 

hatred, ridicul.e or social disgrace than they are to make false statements 

against their pecuniary or proprietary interest. 

The CODJDission has departed fran URE 63(10) by (1) limiting subdivision 

(10) to nonparty declarants (incidentally making the cross reference to 

exception (6) unnecessary); (2) writing into it the present reqUirement of 

C.C.P. § 1853 that the declarant have "sufficient knOllledge of the subject"; 

(3) conditioning admissibility on the unavailability of the declarant and 

(4) prohibiting the use of such a declaration against the defendant in a 

cr1minal case if the declarant was in custody when the statement vas made. 

With these limitations subdivision (10) states a deSirable exception to the 

hearsay rul.e. 

I 
I , 

I 
I 

I 
i 
I 

I , 
I 



c Rule 63 (11) 

Subdivision (11): Voter's Statements. 

The Commission is not convinced that there is any pressing 

necessity for this exception or that there is a sufficient guarantee 

of the trustworthiness of the statements that would be admissible 

under this exception. 

,--

L 

c 
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c 

c 

Subdivision (12): Statements of Physical or Mental Condition of 

Declarant. 

(12) Unless the judge finds it was made in bad faith, a statement 

of: 

hl The declarant's [~a~] then existing state of mind, emotion or 

physical sensation, including statements of intent, plan, motive, design, 

mental feeling, pain and bodily health, but except as provided in 

paragraphs (b), (c) and Cd) of this subdivision not including memory 

or belief to prove the fact remembered or believed, when such [a] mental 

or physical condition is in issue or is relevant to prove or explain 

acts or conduct of the declarant. [,-SF] 

(b) The declarant's previous symptoms, pain or physical sensation, 

made to a physician consulted for treatment or for diagnosis with a view 

to treatment, and relevant to an issue of declarant's bodily condition. 

[t-s.] 

(c) A declarant who is unavailable as a witness that he has or 

has not made a will, or has or has not revoked his will, or that 

identifies his will. 

(d) The declarant's intent, plan, motive or design at a time 

prior to the statement to prove such prior~!ntent, plan, motive or design 

when it is itself an issue in the action or proceeding and the declarant 

is unavailable as a witness but not to prove any other fact. 

COMMENr 

Paragraphs (a) and (c) restate existing California law in 

substance. Paragraph (c) is, of course, subject to the provisions of 
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Rule 63(12) 

Section 350 and 351 of the Probate Code which relate to the establishment 

of the content of a lost or destroyed will. 

Paragraph (b) states a new exception to the hearsay rule. lihUe 

testimony ~ now be given relating to extrajudicial statements of the 

type described, it is received solely as the basis for an expert's 

opinion and not as substantive evidence. The Commission believes that 

the circumstances in which such statements are made provide a sufficient 

guarantee of their trustworthiness to justify admitting them as an 

exception to the hearsay rule. 

Paragraph (d) may, -in one respect, broaden the state of mind exception 

as now declared by tQeCalifornia courts. Decisions now justify the admission 

of declarations of a previous state of mind ~n the theory that there 

is a sufficient continuity of mental state BO that a declaration 

showing the declarant's then existing belief concerning the previous 

mental state is relevant to determine what the previous mental state 

was. Under this rationalizati on, and under the state of mind exception 

as stated in paragraph (a), it is possible that a distinction might 

be drawn between substantially equivalent statements on the basis of 

the particular words used. For example, if the issue is whether a 

deed was given to another person with intent to pass title, a statement 

by the donor that he does not own the property in question or a 

statement by the donor that the donee docs awn the property in question 

would be admissible as evidence of his present state of mind which would 

be relevant to show the previous intent to pass title. Hovever, it is 

possible that the statement by the donor, "I gave that property to B, " 
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c 

Rule 63(12) 

might be exc~uded because the wards on the surface do not show present 

state of mind but show merely memory of past events. To prec~ude the 

drawing of any such distinction, paragraph (d) abandons the "continuity 

of state of mind" rationaUzation for the admission of declarations 

which show a previous mentu state and provides directly for the 

admission of such dec~arations to prove a previous intent, p~an, motive 

or design of the declarant. 

In another respect, though, paragraph (d) narrows the state of 

mind exception as presently declared by the CaUfornia courts. In a 

recent crim1~ case, the California Supreme Court permitted statements 

reporting threats by the defendant to be introduced to show the state 

of mind of the declarant--to show the declarant's fear of the defendant-

when the purpose of showing that state of mind was, not merely to show 

the declarant's fear, but to give rise to the inference that the defendant 

engaged in acts which gave rise to the fear. Previously, the courts 

uniformly had held that state of mind evidence could not be used to 

prove past acts, either of the declarant or of any other person. 

Paragraph (d) restores this limitation by permitting a statement of a 

past state of mind to be used to prove only that state of mind when the 

state of mind of the declarant is itself an issue and forbidding a state

ment of past state of mind to be used to prove any other fact. In this 

respect, paragraph (d) supplements paragraph (a) which does not permit 

evidence of a present memory or belief to be used to prove the fact 

remembered or believed. The Commission believes that this limitation 

is necessary to preserve the hearsay rule. 

------- --- -- --------------
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Rule 63(12) 

-The provision that a statement covered by subdivision (12) 

is not admissible if the judge finds that it was made in bad faith 

18 a desirable safeguard. It is not believed to be more restrictive 

than the discretion presently given to the trial judge insofar as 

statements covered by par84n'aph (a) are concerned. 
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Subdivision (13): Bus1!less Records. 

(13) [Wp~t~8-effepeQ-as-aeaep&Ria-ep-peeepQs-ef-aetsJ-eeBe~t~eR8 

9P-eveRt8-t8-'P6ve-tke-faet8-statee-tkepe~1-~f-tk8-dwage-f~Bis-tkat-tkey 

~pe-B8Ae-~-tke-pegalap-e8aFBS-sl-a-&WB~ReS8-at-ep-ae~t-tke-tlme-sf-tke 

a.~,-eeBi~t~eR-8P-eveBt-peeepQeiJ-ase-tkat-tke-8e~ee8-ef-~Rf~t~8R 

tp&a-wR!ek-aaee-aBi-tae-metkee-aa.-8iPewastasee8-ef-tke~p-,pe'&patieB 

W8P8-aQ6k-&8-te-~8i8~e-tke~p-tFQatw8Fi~eBB;1 A writing offered aa a 

record of an act, condition or event if the custodian or other qualified 

'Witness testifies to its identity and the mode of its preparation and if 

the judge finds that it was made in the regular course of a busineSS, at 

or near the time of the act, condition or event, and that the sources of 

information, method and time of preparation were such as to indicate its 

trustworthiness. As used in this subdivision, "a business" includes 

every kind. of business, governmental activity. profession, occupation, 

calling or operation of institutions, whether carried on for profit or not. 

COMMENT 

This is the "business records" exception to the hearsay rule as 

stated in language taken fran the Uniform Business Records as Evidence 

Act which was adopted in California in 19~1 (Sections 1953e-1953h of the 

Code of Civil Procedure) rather than the slightly different language now 

proposed by the Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. If there is any 

difference in substance between the two provisions, the COIIIIlission believes 

that it is preferable to continue with existing law which appears to have 

provided an adequate business records exception to the hearsay rule for 
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nearly 20 years. This subdivision does not, however, include the language 

of Section 1953f.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure because that section 

is not contained in the Uniform Act and inadequately attempts to make 

explicit the liheral case-law rule that the Uniform Act permits admission 

of records kept under any kind of bookeeeping system, whether original 

or copies, and whether in book, card, looseleaf or some other form. The 

Commission has concluded that the case-law rule is satisfactory and that 

Section 1953f.5 may have the unintended effect of limiting tbe provisions 

of the Uniform Act. 

The Commission has added the words "governmental activity" to the 

definition of "a business" so that it may be clear from the face of the 

statute that records maintained b,y any governmental agency, including 

records maintained by other states and the federal government, are admissible 

if the foundational requirements are met. This addition reflects existing 

California law, for the Uniform Business Records as Evidence Act has 

been construed to be applicable to governmental records. 
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<:: Rule 63(14) 

c 

c 

Subdivision (14): Absence of Entry in Business Reco~. 

(14) Evidence of the absence [et-~-mem8~a~-e~-~eea~a] fram 

the [meme~-e~l records of a business (as defined in subdivision 

(13) of this rule) of a record of an asserted act, [eveB*-eF] condition 

[7] or event, to prove the non-occurrence of the act or event, or the 

non-existence of the condition, if the judge finds that~ 

~ It was the regular course of that business to ms.ke [6l:leB 

Mem&.P&Bda] records of all such acts, [eveB*s-sF] conditions or events, 

at or near the time [tBeFeef-eF-w~tB!B-a-FeasesaBie-ttme-tBepeafteF] 

of the act, condition or event, and to preserve them; and 

~ The sourceR of information and method and time of preparation 

of the records of th!l.t buSiness are such as to iIldicate that the absence 

of a record of an act, condition or event warrants an inference that the 

act or event did not occur or the condition did not eXist. 

COMMENT 

The evidence admiSSible under this subdivision is probably now 

admissible in California; but the courts have not clearly indicated whether 

it is admitted under an exception to the hearsay rule or as direct evidence 

inasmuch as BUcll evidence does not concern an extrajudicial statement but 

rather the absence of one and the inferences to be drawn therefrom. 

Under Rule 62, it is likely that such evidence would not be regarded 

as hearsay. However, the Co!mllissioners on Uniform State Laws suggest and 

the Commission believes that it is desirable to remove any doubt on the 

admissibility of such eVidence by the enactment of subdivision (14). 
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Rule 63 (15) 

.:SU.:b:::.di::::..v1:..-:::s:.:i.:o=n_(~1:.:5:..1)~: __ R:.:::,eports of Public Officers ~!ld ~oyees. 

[t151--S11e;jeet-te·· RII.le-64-W!'itteB-~efle"S-ei'-f;tM.{Bt;t!I-ef-faet-!!M.e 

ey-~-~elie-sf~iet&!-ef-tBe-UBitea-State6-e~e~-~-st~te-er-te~~~-e# 

tae-~B!tea-Statet!l1-it-tBe-~aa~-fiHas-that-tae-~i~-tftepeef-was-wltBiB 

tae-seepe-ef-tac-Rllty-ef-saea-eftleial-aaa-tRat-it-was-als-alltY-ta~-~ 

~epfs~-tBe-aet-~e~e~tea,-eF-te~-te-ee8e:ve-tBe-aet,-eeBa!tlea-sF-eveRt 

p~ertea,-ep-te1-ts-investlgste-the-faets-eeBeeFBiBg-tBe-aet,-eeBalt!6B 

ep-eveBt-aaa-te-make-f!Ba!Bgs-8r-&FAV-eSBelllslsBs-eaeea-eB-SlleB 

iBvesUgsUSBj 1 

COMMENT 

'Dle Commission does not recolll\llend subdivi~ion (15). \.Iuch of the 

evidence r eferred. to ::n thi3 subdivision is arbdssible under the provisions 

of subdiv~sion (13). I f a report or finding of a public officer cannot 

'meet too foundat1olla.l requirements of subdivision (13), there is not a 

sufficient guarantee of the trustworthiness of the report or finding to 

warrant its admission into evidence. 
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S~odivi6ion (16): R~?0rtS of Vital statistic~. 

(16) [S\a9t!eet-te-R1i1e-.o4,.] Writings made as a record [,.] ~ report 

[ep-f'RQias-ef-faet] of a birth, fetal death, o~~~th or marriage, if the 

Judge finds that [~a~] the oaker was [a~ReF'Bea-l;3-stat~te-te-~eFf8Pm, 

t8-tRe-eAel~ieR-ef-pezBeBe-Ret-se-alatkeF'Bea,-tke-fasetieRs-FefleeteQ 

i!:B-tke-wpj,°U.R8,-aaQ-Was] required by statute to file the writing in a 

designated public office [a-wpj,tteB-pe»eFt-ef-s,ee~g'ea-aatteFs-pelat'R8 

te-tke-»eFfe1'El8Bee-ef-s\lek-fliRetieu,.] and Hl;~] the writing wae made and 

filed as [eel required by the statute~ [t] 

Cct!MENT 

This subdivision as revised by the Commission is limited to official 

reports concerning birth, death and marriage. Reports of such events 

occurring within the State are now admissible under the provisions of 

Section 10577 of the Health and Safety Code. The revised subdivision 

will broaden the exception to include similar reports from other jurisdic

tions. The Camnission believes that the URE subdivision states too 

broad an exception to the hearsay rule in view of the great number and 

variety of reports that must be filed with various administrative agencies. 

The cross reference to URE Rule 64 has been deleted because the 

COlDIlIission does not recommend approval of Rule 64. (See the comment 

on Rule 64.) 
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Rule 63(17) 

C ·---- ,Subdivision (17): Content of Official Record. 

c 

c 

(17) [£!:[a;;ee~-l;g-iholh-QIt.,] (a) If meeting the require-

ments of authentication under Rule 6$, to :n'ove the content 

of the record, a ~~iting purporting to be a copy of an official 

record or of an entry therein. [,J 
(b) If mep.ting the requirements of authentication under 

Rule 69. to prove the absence of a record in a specified 

office, a writing made by the official custodian of the official 

records of the office, reciting diligent search and failure to 

find such record. 

COI.f>lENl' 

Paragraph ,(a) makes it possible to prove the content of an official 

record or of an entry therein by hearsay evidence in the form of a 
; 

writing purpoJting to be a copy 01' the record or entry, provided the 
, 6 -

caw meets the requirements of authentication under Rule 68. It should 

be noted that -,paragraph (a) does W make the official record or entry 

itself admissible; warrant ffYr its admission must be found in some other 

exception to the hearsay rule. 

Paragraph,(b) makes it possible to prove the absence of a record 
, 

in an office bf hearsay evidence in the form of a writing from the 

6 

i 

Rule 68 will be the subject of a ~ter study and recommendation by the 
Law Revision Commission. The rule as proposed by the Commissioners 
on Uniform state Lavs is as follows: 

A writinl; purporting to be a copy of an off'icial record or of 
an entl'j/l therein, meets the req,uirPJIlfIIlt ot authentication it (a) 
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c 

c 

official custodian thereof stating that no such record has been found 

after a 'dWgeIlIt l!Ie6l'ch, provided the writing meets the requirements of 

authentication under Rule 69. 

Both exceptions are justified by the likelihood that such statements 

made by custodians of official records are highly likely to be accurate and 

by the necessity of prOViding a simple and inexpensive method of proving 

such facts. 

The cross reference to URE Rule 64 .has been deleted becalUle the Commission 

does not. recaJllllend approval of Rule 64. (See the comment on Rule 64.) 

the Judge finds that the writing purports to be published by 
authority of the nstion, state or subdivision thereof, in which the 
record is kept; or (b) evidence has been introduced sufficient to 
warrant & finding that the writing is & correct copy of the record or 
entry, or (c) the office in which the record is kept is within this 
state and the writing is attested &s a correct copy of the record 
or entry by a person purporting to be an officer, or a deputy of an 
officer, having the legal custody of the record; or (d) if the office ' 
is not within the state, the writing is attested as required in clause 
(c) and is accompanied by a certificate that such officer has the 
custody of the record. If' the office in which the record is kept is 
within the United states or within a territory or insular possession 
subject to the dom1uion of the United States, the certificate may be 
made by a Judge of a court of record of the district or political 
subdivision in which the record is kept, authenticated by the seal 
of the court, or may be made by any publiC officer having a seal of 
office and having official duties in the district or political sub
division in which the record is kept, authenticated by the seal of 
his office. If the office in which the record is kept is in a 
foreign state or country, the certificate may be made by a secretary 
of an embassy or legation, consul general, consul, vice consul, or 
consular agent or by any officer in the foreign service of the United 
States stationed in the foreign state or country in which the record 
is kept, and authenticated by the seal of his office. 

7. Rule 69 wUl be the subject of a later study and recommendation by the 
lAw Revision Commission. The rule as proposed by the Camaissioners on 
Uniform State lAws is as follows: 

A writing admissible under exception (17)(b) of Rule 63 is authenti
cated in the same ma.nner as is provided in clause (c) or (d) of Rule 68 • 
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Rule 63{lS) 

Subdivision (IS): Certificate of Marriage. 

that the maker thereof performed a marriage ceremony. to 

prove the [tp~~R-Q&-tR9-~eei~ai~-~fte~eef] fact. time and 

place of the marriage. if the judge finds that~ 

(al The maker of the certificate was. at the time and 

place certified as the time and place of the marriage~ [was) 

authorized by law to perform marriage ceremonies~ [;] and 

(bl The certificate was issued at that time or within a 

reasonable time thereafter. [t J' 

COI-Hm 

Tbis exception is broader than existing Cal.ifornia law. which is 

foll,lld in Sections 19l9a and 1919b of the Code of Civil Procedure. These 

sections are limited to church records and hence. as respects marriages, 

to those performed by clergymen. Moreover, they establish an elaborate 

and.,.d'~tailed authentication procedure whereas certificates made 

/Mmssible by subdivision (18) need only meet the general. authentication 

requirement at Rule 67 that "Authentication may be by evidence sufficient 

to sustain a finding of . • • authenticity. • • • TO 

It seems unlikely that this exception would be utilized in many 

cases both because it will be easier to prove a marriage by the official 

record thereof under Heal.th and Safety Code Section 10577 and because 

such evidence is Hlre1y to -have great .. .r weight with the -jury. The -

f 
; 

__ I 



c 

c 

Commission believes, however, that where the celebrant's certificate 

is offered it should be admissible. The fact that the certificate 

must be one made by a person authorized by law to perform marriages 

and that it must meet the authentication requirement of Rule 67 

provides sufficient guarantees of its trustvorthinees to warrant 

this exception to the hear8~ rule. 

The cross reference to URE Rule 64 has been deleted because the 

. Commission does not l'\!!cammeud approval 'of Rule 64. (See the comment 

on Rule 64.) 
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Rule 63(19) 

Subdjyj sinn (19): ReCOrdS Of Pocuments Affectini' an Interest 

in Property. 

(19) (~nbject-to-ftnie-6~J The official record of a 

document purporting to establish or affect an interest in 

property, to prove the content of the original recorded 

document and its execution and deliverv by each person by 

whom it purports to have been executed, if the judge finds 

thatl 

(a) The record is in fact a record of an office of a 

state or nation or of any governmental subdivision thereofl 

[,,] and 

(bl [Aft-a¥¥1~9aele] ! statute authorized such a document 

to be recorded in that office~ [t) 

COMMENl' 

This exception large4' restates existing California law, as found 

in Section 1951 of the Code of CivU Procedure (documents relating to 

real property) and. Section 2963 of the CivU Code (chattel mortgaaes). 

The cross reference to liRE Rule 64 has been deleted because the Commission 

does not recommend approval of Rule 64. (See the connnent on Rule 64 .) 

• 'I • •• 
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lble 63 (20) 

Subdivision (20): Judgment of Previous Conviction. 

[~~Q+--~Yi.eR8e-e'-a-'iRQ}-~¥&saeR_-a&~~.giRg-a-peF8eR 

~.}-y-e&-a-'e}eRYT-_e-ppe¥e-aRy-ia._-eeeeR~ia~-_e-e~_aiR 

~ke-3ufPIeR~t] 

'DIe COaIIIiss1on 4ecl1nes to reCOllllleDd subdivision (20). 'ftIere 

18 no OOUIlterpart to thi8 exception in our present law. Evidence 

admitted WIder this subdivision would likely be given UDdue we1ght and 

would therefore be highly prejudicial to the J:6rt7 aga1nst vbom 1t is 

introduced. '!here is no press1ng necessity for creating such an exception: 

it the V1tnesses in the crimina] trial are no lonser ava1able, their 

f'ol'Jler test1mcm;y V1ll in III!LDiY cases be adIII1ssible uDder subdivision (3) of 

lble 63; it the Witnesses are still avatable, they can be called to 

test1i)' concerning the d1sputed facts. 
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C Rule 63{2J.) 

Subdivision (21); Judgment Against Persons Entitled to Indemnity. 

(2J.) To prove [f;l!.e-w9B/5-eti-f;l!.e-&!I.vel'se-pariy-sJUl-'I;tIe-a.aen'l;-eti 

oiaI!&g8B-BllBf;uBei-8y-f;l!.e-~Og&leB1;-el'eii;!,1;Bl'] any :fact which was essential 

to the jndgw:nt, evidence of a final judgw:nt it' offered by [8] the 

judgw:nt debtor in an action or proceeding to.!. 

hl Recover partial or total indemnity or exoneration for money 

paid or liability incurred because of the judgw:ntL [7-l'l'eviQeii-f;l!.e-~llIl8e 

t!~B-tl!.af;-1;tIe-dllQgaeRf;-vaB-l'eaQel'eii-t!el'-oiaI!&gBB-BQB1;ttiBeQ-8y-f;l!.e-6w&gmeB$ 

(b) Enforce a warranty to protect the judgw:nt debtor against the 

C liability determined by the judgment; or 

c 

(c) Recover damages for breach of a warranty substa,ntl aJ ly the same as a 

warranty determined by the judgment to have been breached. 

COMMENT 

URE 63(2J.) restates in substance a principle of existing California 

law. The subdivision has been reVised to incorporate a similar principle 

found in the cases dealing with warranties. The purpose or the subdivisiOn 

is to make clear that such judgments are not inadmissible because they are 

hearsay. The effect to be given such judgments- whell introduced must be 

determined by other law. See, fer example, Civil Code Section 27'78(5) and 

(6) and Code of Civil Procedure Sections 1908 and 1963(17). 
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Rule 63(22) 

Subdivision (22): Judgment· Determining Public Interest in Land. 

(22) To prove any fact which was essential to the judgment, evidence 

of a final. judgment determining the interest or lack of interest of the 

[~~:ie-er-e£-a-e~~e-er-Ba~ioa-or] United states or a state or territory 

of the United States or governmental ~ivision thereof in land, if 

[et~8Pe4-)y-a-~8F\Y-~R-aa-aeti8B-~R-wkieB-aBy-s~ek-faet-ep-8aek-iBtep8st 

8P-laek-et-iBt8P88t-is-a-ma~epial-mattePt] the judgment was entered in an 

action or proceeding to which the entity whose interest or lack of interest 

was determined was a party. 

tIRE 63(22) creates a new exception to the hearsay rule insofar as the 

law of this state is concerned. However, the exception is supported by 

the case law of some jurisdictions. Certainly evidence of this sort is 

superior to reputation evidence which is admissible on questions of boundary 

both under subdivision (27) and Code of Civil Procedure Section 1870(ll). 

The Commission has revised the subdivision to require that the public 

entity involved be a public entity in the United states and a party to 

the litigation resulting in the Jud8ment. The materiality condition has 

been deleted as unnecessary, for it merely reiterates the general principle 

that evidence must be material to be admissible. 

'" 
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Rule 63(23) 

History. 

(23) If the judge finds that the declarant is unavailable 

as a witness, a statement of a matter concerning a declarant's 

own birth, marriage, divorce, legitimacy, relationship by 

blood or marriage, race-ancestry or other similar fact of his 

family history, even though the declarant had no means of 

acquiring personal knowledge of the matter declared, [~'] 

unless the judge finds that the [ae8~apaR~-~s-~Ravai~a8~et] 

statement was made under such 'circwnstances that the d~clarant 
, 

in making such statement had motive or reason to deviate from 

the truth •. -

COMMElfl' 

As drafted lIRE 63(23) restates in substance existiDg California law 

................ as found in Section l870(4) of' the Code of' Civil Procedure except that 

c 

~'Section IB70(~) requires that the declarant be dead whereas unavailability 

oit~-4'= any of' the reasons specified in Rule 62 ~es the 

statement admissible under ·lIRE 63(23). 

The Commission has revi,sed URE 63(23) to provide that a statement 

to vhich it applies is not admissible if the court finds that the 

statement vas made under such Circumstances' that the declarant had a 

motive to deviate fr~m the truth in making the statement. 
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Rule 63 (24) 

Subdivision (24): Statement Concerning Family History of 

Another. 

(2~) Unless the judge finds that the statement was 
! 

made under such circumstances that the declarant in making , 
such statement had motfve or reason to deviate from the 

I 
truth, a statement concerning the birth, marriage, qivorce, 

i 
death/, legitimacy, race-ancestry, relationship by blood or 

/ marriage or other similar fact of the family history of a 

person other than the declarant if the judge finds that the 

declarant is unavailable as a witness and finds that: 

(a) ['~a&8-~ka~] The declarant was related to the other 

by blood or marriage~ or 

1£l (~~B&8-~ka~-Re) The declarant was otherwise so 

intimately associated with the other's family as to be likely 

to have accurate information concerning the matter declared 

[,] and made the statement lil[aa]upon information received 

from the other or from a person related by blood or marriage 

to the other [,) or l1!l(as]upon repute in the other's 

family.!. [ 7-aRQ-~O+-£i~..j;R.aio-ioRa-d.IiQ.].al'aRt.-;i._I.lRal,taUabJ..Q 

ali-li-w;i,io-RQlilit) 
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COMMENT 

As drafted URE 63(24)(a) restates in substance existing California 

law as found in Section 1870(4) of the Code of Civil Procedure except 

that under the latter the statement is admissible only if the declarant 

is dead whereas under the former unavailability for any of the reasons 

specified in Rule 62 is sufficient. 

URE 63(24)(b) is new to California law but the Commission believes 

that it is a sound extension of the present law to cover a situation 

that is within its basic rationale - e.g., to a situation where the 

declarant was a f8lD1ly housekeeper or doctor or so close a friend. as 

to be "one of the family" for purposes of being included by the fSlDily 

in discussions of its history. 

llere again, as in subdivision (23); the Commission has added 

language which .~ permit the trial judge to refuse to admit a 

declaration of this kind where it was made in such circumstances as 

to cast doubt upon its trustvort.hiness. 
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Rule 63(25) 

_.Subdiyision (25); Statement Concerning FamilY History Based 

on Statement of Another Declarant •. 

( f~5~--A-e~a~emeH~-eG-a-eee±apaR~-~Ra~-a-e~a~emeB~ 

aQm~es~81e-~Eeep-exee~~4eHe-f~3~-ep-+~~}-eG-~R~e-p~e-waS 

Ma&e-8~-aRetBep-aeelapaB~7-eGGepea-ae-teB&~~g-~e-~pe¥e-~ke 

~p~~k-ef-~ke-ma~tep-Qeelapee-8y-~e~k-QeelapaR~87-~G-~Be 

ibe Commission does not reCOlllllend the adoption of URE 63(25). 

ibis exception would make it possible to prove by the hears~ statement 

of one declarant that another declarant made a hears~ statement where 

the earlier stat~ment made falls under subdivision (23) or (24) of Rule 

63 b'.lt the subsequent. statement does not fall under any of the recognized 

exceptions to the hears~ rule. The Commission can see no justification 

for thus forging a two-link chain of hearsay just because the first 

hears~ declaration would have been admissible if it could have been 

shown by competent evidence to have been made. There is nothing to 

guarantee the trustworthiness of the second hears~ statement. 

Of course, if both statements are within exceptions to the 

hearsay rule, the evidence will be admissible under Rule 66. 
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C Rule 63(26) 

c 

c 

L __________ _ 

Subdivision (::~S): Raputation in Family Concerning Family History. 

(26) Evidence o~ reputation among members of a family, to prove 

the truth of ~he matter reputed, if the reputation concerns the birth, 

marriage, divcrce, death, legitimacy, race-ancestry or other fact of 

the family history of a member of the family by blood or marriage [t). 

COMMENr 

Subdivision (26) restates in substance the existing California 

law, which is found in subdivision (il) of Section 1870 of the Code 

of Civ:!.l Procedure, except that Section 1870(11) requires that the 

family reputation in question have existed ''previous to the controversy." 

The Cocmission does not believe that this qualification need be made a 

part of subdivision (26) hecause it is unlikely that a family reputa

tion on a matter of pedi~ee would be influenced by the existence of 

a controversy even th~ugh the declaration of an individual member of 

the family I covered in SUbdivisions (23) and (24), might be. 
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C Rule 63(26a) 

c 

c 

Subdivision (2611.): Entries Concerning Family History. 

(2611.) To prove the birth, marriage, div_rce, death, legitimacy, 

race-ancestry or other f'act ('f' the f'amily history of' !I. member of' the 

f'amily by bl~ or marriage, entries 10 f'Bm1ly bibles _r other family 

books or charts, !/llg!'aviDgs on rings, f'amUy portraits ' .. engravings 

on urns, crypts "I' tombstlWls . and the like, 

Thill subdivision restates in 8ubstru1ee the exuting California law f'ound 

in subdivision (13} of' Section 1870 of the Code of Civil Procedure. 
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----

Rule 63(27) 

Subdivision (27): Community Reputation Concerning Boundaries~ 

General History and Family History. 

(27) Evidence of reputation in a community [as-~eRa~Rg]~ to 

prove the truth of the matter reputed, if [-.fa~-) the reputat:i!c'n 

concernsl 

~ Boundaries of, or customs affecting, land in the 

community [ r ] and the judge finds that the reputation, if 

any, arose before controversy~ (r-e~] 

(b) [~ke-pep~~a~'eR-8eR8ePRe] An event of general history 

of the community or of the state or nation of which the community 

is a part [r) and the judge finds that the event was of importance 

C to the community~ [,-SP] 

C 

(c) [~ke-pep~~a~'eR-seReePR8] The date or fact of birth, 

marriage, divorce [7) ~ death [,-~eg'~iRaeYT-pe~a&isR8ft~p-ey 

e~eea-ep-R&ppiageT-ep-pae8-aR8e8tpy) of a person resident in 

the community at the time of the r~putatio~ [7-8P-seae-e~ftep 

8iRilap-'a8t-8~-ftie-'aRily-~~etepy-ep-e'-kis-pep8eRa~-8~a~~8 

eP-8eRai~i8R-wkiek-~ke-~~age-&iR8e-likelY-~8-fta¥e-BeeR-~Re 

8we~8e~-8'-a-peliae18-pe,v~a~eR-iR-tka~-eeRR~i~yt] 

paragraph (a> restate' in substance the ex1Btill8 Cal:U'ornia laY 

as found ill subdivision (ll) of Section l.870 of the Code of Civil 

Procedure. 

-------- -- ---------
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Rule 63(27) 

Paragraph (b) is a wider nale of admissibility = California IS 

present rule, as found in subdiViSion (ll) of Section 1870 which provides 

in relevant part that proof ms;y be made of "cOllllllOn r~ation exist:1Jlg 

previously to the controversy, respect:1Jlg facts of a public or general 

interest more than thirty years old." The 3O-year limitation is 

essentially arbitrary. The important question would seem to be whether 

a camm1n1ty reputation on the matter involved exists; its age would appear 

to go more to its venerability than to its truth. Nor does the Commission 

believe that it is necessary to include in paragraph (b) the qus.l.1fication 

that the reputation existed previous to the controversy. It is unlikely 

that a community reputation respecting an event of general history would 

be influenced by the existence of a controversy. 

Paragraph (c) restates what has been held to be the Illif of 

California under Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963(30) insofar as 

proof of the fact of marriage is concerned. However, this paragraph has 

no counterpart in California law insofar as proof of other facts relating 

to pedigree is concerned, proof of such facts by reputation now being 

limited to reputation in the family. The COlIIlI1ssion believes that paragraph 

(c) as proposed by the Commissioners on Uniform state LIl.ws is too broad in 

that it might be construed in particular cases to permit proof of what is 

essentially idle neighborhood gossip relating to such matters as legitimacy 

and race ancestry. Accordingly, the Commission has limited this paragraph 

to proof byCOlll!!lID-tty reput.at.:I= ui; t.he date or cfa.ct of birth, marriage, 

divorce or death. 



C Rule 63(28) 

c 

c 

Subdivision (28): Reputation as to Character. 

(28) [li-a-tpait-9'-a-p8P99alB-eRaPaeteR-at-a-8Jee~'iei-t~-~8 

I118tepial.,. J To Fove the truth of the matter reputed, evidence of [lib] 

a person's gel!eral reputation with reference [tBePete] to his character 

or a trait of his character at a relevant time in the community in which 

he then resided or in a group with which he then habitually associated~ 

~~e-'P8¥8-tae-'~B-e'-ts@-III8'tep-pe~eit] 

Subdivision (28) restates the existing California law in substance. 

The materiality condition stated in the URE subdivision was omitted as 

unnecessarY, for it merely reiterates the general principle that evidence 

must be material to be admissible. Of course, character evidence is admissible 

o~ when the question of character is material to the matter being 11tigated. 

The only purpose of the subdivision is to declare that reputation evidence 

as to character or a trait of character is not 1Ds dndssib1e under the hear~ 

rule. 
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Subdivision (29): RecitsJ.s in Documents Affectillg PrOJ?erty: Ancient 

Doc1.Ullents. 

(29) Evidence of a statement relevant to a materisJ. matter, contained 

in: 

hl A deed of conveyance or a will or other [ilee_ft'lI] writillg 

purportillg to affect an interest in property, (effe~~-a8-~eBi!Bg-*e 

pp~Q-~ae-~~k-ef-*ke-B8*~eF-8*a*e~,] if the judge finds that the matter 

stated would be relevant upon an issue as to an interest in the property [,] 

and that the dealillgs with the property since the statement was made have 

not been inconsistent with the truth of the statement.!. [tJ 

(b) A writillg more than 30 years old when the statement has been 

since generally acted upon as true by persons having an interest in the 

matter. 

COMMENT 

Paragraph (a) restates in substance the existing California law relating 

to recitals in dispositive instruments. Although langllage in some cases 

appears to require that the dispositive instrument be ancient. cases my be 

found in which recitals in dispositive instruments have been admitted without 

regard to the age of the instrument. The Commission believes that there is 

a sufficient likelihood that the statements mde in a dispositive docrument 

will be true to warl'ftIlt the admissibility of such documents without regard 

to their age. The words "offered as tending to prove the truth of the matter 

stated" have been deleted from the URE subdivision because they are unnecessary. 
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Par&graph (b) clarifies the existing California law relating to the 

admissibility of recitals in ancient documents by proViding that such 

recitals are admissible under an exception to the hearsay rule. Section 

1963(34) of the Code of CivU Procedure provides that a document more than 

30 years old is presumed genuine if it has been generally acted upon as 

gellUine by persons having an interest in the matter. ihe Supreme Court, 

in dictum, bas stated that a document meeting this section's reqUirements 

is presumed to be genuine -- presumed to be what it purports to be -- but 

that the genuineness of the document imports no verity to the recitals 

contained therein. Recent cases decided by district courts of appeal, 

however, have held that the recitals in such a document are admiSSible 

to prove the truth of the facts recited. And in some of these cases the 

courts have not insisted that the hearsay statement itself be acted upon 

as true by persons with an interest in the matter; the evidence has been 

admitted upon a showing that the document containing the statement is 

genuine. 'J!he CoIIImission does not believe that the age of a document is 

a sufficient guarantee of the trustworthiness of a statement contained 

therein to warrant the admiS8ion of the statement into eVidence. Accordi~ly, 

paragraph (b) makes clear that the heareay statement itself must bave been 

generally acted upon as true for at least a generation by persons haVing an 

interest in the matter. 
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Rule 63(30) 

Subdivision (30): Commercial Lists and the Like. 

1I11&e.gN-U-aa-eeIl1oqlaU8Il], other than opinions, contained in a tabulation, 

list, directory, register, [,el'l:etietiy 1 or other published caupilation 

[1;e-lI1'We-'l;H4l'1d;I!.-ef-aay-peleY&B1;-_UII1'-Se-na1;ea} it the judge finds 

that the c~1lation is [,¥81'seea-#8l'-vee-)y-,e1'88BS-e8888e&-ia-taa'l; 

IIl1ellJla"II.-ua-ls 1 generally used and relied upon by [1;lwat J persons 

engaged in an ocClJll&tion as accurate. 

Subdivision (30) has no counterpart in the Calitorn1a statutes. Bow-

ever, there has been some indication in judicial decisions that this 

exception ma;y exist in Cal1f'ornia. 

The COIIiIII:1.ssion recamnends subdivision (30) because the use of such 

publications at the trial v1l1 greatly s~lity and thus expedite the proof 

of the I!I&tters contained in them. The trustvortbiness of such publications 

is adequately guaranteed by the fact that, being used in the business 

cOlllllU!lity for the purpose for which they are offered in evidence, they 

must be lIIIIde with csreand accu1'6cy to t!1J.in the confidence and reliance 

of the pereons who purchase them. 

The vOrds "to prove the truth of any relevant matter so stated" have 

been deleted from the URE subdiVision because they ere unnecessary. 
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Rule 63 (31) 

Subdivision (31): Learned Treatises. 

s~e~ee~-ef-k~s~epYT-ee~eRee-ep-ap~-~e-,pe¥e-~ke-tp~tk-ef-a 

Ma~tep-sta~ea-tftepe~R-~f-~ke-~~age-~ekee-~~a~eia~-Re~~eeT-SF 

~witReee-e~ep~-iR-tp.e-e~8~ee~-teeti~iee~-tkat-tke-tpsaties7 

~pisaiea±-ep-,am~Slet-is-e-pe~iee~e-a~tBepi~y-iR-tke-e~Bdee~~J 

Historical works. books of science or art. and published maps or 

charts. when made by persons indifferent between the parties. 

to prove facts of general notoriety and interest. 

Revised subdivision (31) consists of the laDgUage of Section 1936 of 

the Code of C1 vil Procedure as modi:.t'ied in fo:nn only to confo:nn to the 

get\eral fonnat of the hearsay statute recOJll!lIetlded by the Commission. 

The admisSibility of published treatises, periodicals, pamphlets and 

the like has long been a subject of conSiderable controversy in. this state, 

much of it centered upon the desirability of permitting excerpts from 

medical treatises to be read into evidence. Many of the criticisms tilat 

Bre made concerning the present California statute ~lt be resolved by 

removing s~e of the present limitAtions upon t~e scope of cross-exAmination 

of expert witnesses. The Commission plans to study and report on tLe scope 

of permissible cross-eXRmination at B later date in connection with its 

study of the Uniform Rules of Evidence. 

... ---------------------------------------------
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Subdivision (32): Evidence AdlIIissible Under Other Laws. 

(32) Hearsay ev:idence declared to be adm:issible by any other lau 

of this State. 

There are many statutes in the California codes that provide for 

the admission of various types of hearsay evidence. Subdivision (32) 

will make it clear tr~t hearsay evidence which is admissible under any 

other statute which is not repealed in cODnection with the enactment 

of these rules will continue to be admissible. 

No comparable exception is included in ORE Rule 63 because ORE 

Rules 62-66 purport to provide a complete system governing the admis-

sion and exclusion of hearsay evidence. 
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C (64) 

c 

c 

RULE 64. DISCREl'ION OF JUDGE UNDER CERTAIN EXCEPTIONS TO EXCLUDE EVIDENCE 

[R~e-e4~--A3Y-wp~~~Rg-eamiss!ele-~QeF-exee~!BRB-{l§~~-~l'1~-~l~~, 

~Ag~~-aRa-{£9~-ef-~e-'3-sBall-ge-Feee~VeQ-eRly-~-~ke-~y-effeptag 

s~ek-wp!~tag-kaB-Qel~veFeQ-a-e~y-ef-~~-BP-8B-BKek-*kepeBf-as-may 

p~*e-*B-*ke-eBB*pevep8y,-*B-eaea-aQvepse-~aFty-a-pe&SSBaele-*tm8 

gefepe-*F!al-~ses-*ke-~~Qge-f~Q8-*ka*-BQek-R4vePBe-pap*~-kaB-Bet 

peeB-~~1o'-8~FisQQ-py-*ke-f~!lQPS-te-4el~vep-BR@k-eeFY.l 

COMMENr 

The Commission does not recommend the adoption of Rule 64. No 

such requirement of pretrial disclosure now exists as to the evidence 

referred to in Rule 64 or, for that matter, to other docuoentar,y evidence. 

The Commission believes that modern discover,y procedures provide the 

adverse parties adequate opportunity to protect themselves against 

surprise. 
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c ~~ 
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RULE 65. CREDIBILITY OF DECIARANT 

Rule 65. Evidence of a statement or other conduct by a declarant 

inconsistent .~th a statement of such declarant received in evidence 

under an exception to Rule 63 [7] is ~! ~admissible for the purpose of 

discrediting the declarant, though he is given and has he.d no opportunity 

to deny or explain ~uch inconsistent statement or other conduct. Any 

other evidence tending to impair or support the credibility of the 

declarant is admisajble if it vould heve been admissible had the 

declarant been a witness. 

COMMENT 

This rule deals with the impeachment of one whose hearsay statement 

is in evidence as distinguished from the impeachment of a witness who 

bas testified. It has two purposes. First, it makes clear toot such 

evidence is not to be excluded on the ground that it is collateral. 

Second, it makes clear that the rule applying to impeachment of a witness -

that a witness may be impeached by a prior inconsistent statement only 

if a proper foundation is laid by calling his attention to the statement 

and permitting him first to explain it - does not apply to a hearsay 

declarant. 

Thus, Rule 65 would permit the introduction of evidence to impeach 

a hearsay declarant in one situation where such impeaching evidence 

would now be excluded. Our decisions indicate that when testimony 

given by a witness at a former trial is read into evidence at a 
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c 
subse(J.uent trial becll.use the witness ill not then available, his 

testimony cannot be impeac~ed by evidence of an inconsitent statement 

unless the would-be impeacher laid the necessory foundation for 

impeachm"'nt at the fj,rst t"'ial or can ShO"N th~,t he had no knowledge of 

the imp.;sching evidence at the time of ;:he f5_"st trial. The Commission 

believes, however, t':l'l.t the trier of fact at ':he se~ond trial should be 

allo-.red to con,'~.der -t·Le im:Jeaching evidcrce in all cases. 

No Califo:'ni[', ca.~e bas been found uhich deals with the problem of 

whether a fo~~dation is required when the hea~say declarant is available 

as a witness at the trial. The Commission believes that no foundation 

for impeachment should be re(J.uired in this case. The party electing to 

c use the hearsay of such a declarant should have the burden of calling 

him to e>::rlain or deny any allegerl inconsistendes that tend to impeach 

him. 

Rule 63(1)(a) pl'ovice~ that evidence of prior inconsistent state-

ments made by a witness at the trial may be admitted to prove the truth 

of the matters stated. In contrast to Rule 6'3(1)(a), the evidence 

admissible under Rule 65 may not be admitted to pro'/e the truth of the 

matter stated. Inconsistent statements that are admissible under Rule 

65 may be admitted only to impeach the hearsay declarant. Unless the 

declarant is a witness and subject to crOB s-examinat ion upon the subject 

matter of his statements, there is not a sufficient guarantee of the 

trustworthiness of his out-of-court statements to warrant their reception 

as substantive evidence unless they fall within some recognized exception 

c to the hearsay rule. 
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RULE 66. MULTIPLE HEARSAY Rule 66 

Rule 66. A statement within the sco.pe of an exception to Rule 63 

[sll&ll] ~ not [eel inadmissible on the ground that [~'4;-uel1!lleB-a 

such statement is hearsay evidence if the hearse;y evidence of such state

ment consists of one or mare statements each of which meets the requirements 

of an exception to Rule 63. 

COMMElIlr 

This ruJ.e would make it possible to prove by the hearsay statement of 

one declarant that another declarant made a hearsay statement where each 

of the statements falls within an exception to Rule 63. Althoush California 

cases may be found in which such evidence has been admitted, the Commission 

is not aware of any CalifOrnia case where the adm!ssibUity of ''multiple 

hearsay" evidence has been analyzed and discussed. But since each state-

ment must fall within an exception to the hearsay ruJ.e there is a sufficient 

guarantee of the trustworthiness of the statements to justify this qual1f'i-

cation of the hearsay rule. 

The COlIIIl1ssion has revised the rule to l118ke it clear that, on occasion, 

several hearsay statements may be admitted under this rule. For instance, 

evidence of former testimony is admissible under Rule 63(3). The evidence 

of such former testimony may be in the form of the reporter's record, which 

is admissible under Rule 63(13). A pro.perly authenticated copy of the report 

would be admissible under Rule 63(17). Even though "triple hearsay" is here 

involved, the Commission believes that there is a sufficient guarantee of' the 

trustworthiness of' each statement, for each of them must fall vithin an 

exception to the hearsay rule. 
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C Rule 66A 

c 

c 

RULE 66A. SAVINGS CLAUSE 

Rule 66A. Not~bng in Rules 62 to 66. inclusive, shall be 

construed to repeal b'Cimplication any other provision of law 

r elating to hearsay evidence. 

COMMENT 

No comparable provision is included in the URE, but the 

Commission has added this provision to make it clear that 

Rules 62-66 and the existing code provisions dealing with the 

admission of hearsay evidence are to be treated as cumulative. 

The proponent of hearsay evidence may justify its introduction 

upon the basis of a URE exception or an existing code provision 

or both. 

Same of the existing statutes providing for the admission 

of hearsay evidence will, of course, be repealed when the URE 

is enacted. The Commission hereinafter recommends the repeal 

of all present code provisions which are general hearsay 

exceptions and which are either inconsistent with or substantially 

coextensive with the Rule 6J counterparts of such provisions. 

The statutes that will not be repealed when the URE is enacted 

are, for the most part, narrowly drawn statutes which make a 

particular type of hearsay evidence admissible under specifically 

limited circumstances. It is neither desirable nor feasible to 

repeal these statutes. This savings clause will make it clear 

that these statutes are not imp1i.p.dly repealed by RuJ.e 6]. 
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ADJUSTMENTS AND REPEALS OF EXISTING STATUTES 

Scattered. thr ough the various codes are a number of stat utes 

relating to hearsay evidence. Some of these statutes deal with 

the problem of hearsay eenerally, while others deal with the 

admissibility and proof of certain specific documents and records 

or with a specific type of hearsay in particular situations. 

The Commission has studied these statutes in the light of the 

Commission"s tentative recommendation concerning Article VIII 

(Hearsay Evidence) of the Uniform Rules of Evidence. 

The Commission tentatively recommends the repeal of those 

code provisions that set forth general exceptions to the hearsay 

rule which are inconsistent with or substantially coextensive with 

the exceptions provided in subdivisions (1) through (31) of Rule 

6) as revised by the Commission. The Commission, however, does 

not recommend the repeal of the numerous provisions dealing with 

a particular type of hearsay evidence in specific situations. 

These provisions are too numerous and too enmeshed with the 

various acts of which they are a part to make specific repeal a 

desirable or feasible venture. Moreover, many of these provisions 

were enacted for reasons of public policy germane to the acts of 

which they are a part and not for considerations relating directly 

to the law of evidence. For example, the provisions of Section 

2924 of the Civil Code, which makes the recitals in deeds 

executed pursuant to a power of sale prima facie evidence of 

compliance with certain procedural requirements and conclusive 

evidence thereof in favor of bona fide purchasers, are to further 
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c 

a policy of protecting titles to property acquired pursuant to 

such deecs. ~h~ Co~~ission has nat considered these policies 

in its study of the Hearsay Article of the Uniform Rules of 

Evidence, for these policies are not germane to a study to deter

mine what hearsay is sufficiently trustworthy to have value as 

evidence. Therefore, the Commission does not recommend any 

change in these statutes; and, to remove any doubt as to their 

continued validity, the Commission has hereinbefore recommended 

the addition of provisions to the Uniform Rules of Evidence to 

make it clear that other laws authorizing the admission of hearsay 

evidence which are not repealed will have continued validity. 

Set forth below is a list of the statutes which, in the 

opinion of the Commission, should be revised or repealed. The 

reason for the suggested revision or repeal is given after 

each section or group of sections.8 References in such reasons 

to the Uniform Rules of Evidence are to the Uniform Rules as 

revised by the Commission. 

8 A number of the sections listed below refer to the "declaration, 
act or omission" of a person in defining an exception to the 
hearsay rule. The superseding provisions of the Uniform Rules 
of Evidence refer only to a "statement." Rule 62 defines a 
"statement" as a declaration or assertive conduct, that is, 
conduct intended by the declarant as a substitute for words. 
Rule 63 in stating the hearsay rule provides only that 
"statements" offered to prove the truth of the matter asserted 
are hearsay and inadmissible. Hence, insofar as these sections 
of the Code of Civil Procedure refer to nonassertive conduct or 
to statements which are themselves material whether or not true, 
these sections are no longer necessary for evidence of such 
facts is not hearsay evidence under the Uniform Rules. 
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ewe 01: Civil P":lc~C.ure 
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=Se::::,c::.;t:::i::;:on::,..;l:;:8::...!J.!: provid",~: 

1848. The rights o"f a party cannot be prejudiced by 
the declaration, act, or omission of another, except by 
virtue of a particular relation between them; therefore, 
proceedings against one cannot affect another. 

This section should be repealed. It deals with the extent to which 

out-of-court declarations, acts or omissions 11lBJ be used to the prejudice 

o"f a party, and this is covered by the opening paragraph of Rule 63 and 

the numerous exceptions thereto. 

Section 1849 provides: 

1849. Declarations of predecessor in title evidence. 
Where, however, one derives title to real property 1':raJI another, 
the declaration, act, or omission of the latter, while holding 
the title, in relation to the property, 18 evidence against the 
"former. 

This section should be repealed. It is superseded by Rule 

63(9a)(a) relating to admissions of predecessors in interest. 

Section 1850 provides: 

1850. Declarations which are a part of the transaction. 
Where, also, the declaration, act, or omission forms a part 
of a transaction, which 1s itself' the fact in dispute, or 
evidence of that fact, such declaration, act or omiSSion is 
evidence, as part of the transaction. 

This section should be repealed. It is superseded by Rule 63(4) 

providing an exception to the hearsay rule for contemporaneous and 

spontaneous declarations. 
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Section 1851 providcF: 

1851. And where the question in dispute between the parties 
is the obligation or duty of a third person, whatever would be 
the ev1dence for or against such person is prima facie evidence 
between the parties. 

This section should be repealed. It is superseded by the exception 

stated in Rule 63(9)(c). 

Section 1852 provides; 

1852. Declaration of decedent evidence of pedigree. The 
declaration, act, or omission of a member of a family who is a 
decedent, or out of the jurisdiction, is also admissible as 
evidence of common reputation, in cases where, on questions of 
pedigree, such reputation is admiSSible. 

This section should be repealed. It is superseded by the pedigree 

exceptions contained in subdivisions (23), (24), (26) and (27) of Rule 63. 

Section 1853 provides: 

1853. Declaration of decedent evidence against his successor 
in interest. The declaration, act, or omission of a decedent, 
having sufficient knowledge of the subject, against his pecuniary 
interest, is also admiSSible as evidence to that extent against his 
successor in interest. 

This section should be repealed. It is an iJDperfeet statement of the 

declaration against interest exception and is superseded by Rule 63(10). 

Section l870(2} provides in part: 

1870. In conformity with the preceding provisiOns, evidence 
rray be given upon a trial of the following facts: 
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2. The act, declaration, or omission of a party, as 
evidence agair.st such party; 

This subdivi Co ·:.on should be deleted. It is superseded by the 

admissions exception contained in Rule 63(7). 

Section 1.870( 3) provides: 

1870. In conformity with the preceding provisions, evidence 
may be given upon a trial at the following tacts: 

3. An act or declaration of another, in the presence and 
within the observation of a party, and his conduct in relation 
thereto; 

This subdivision should be deleted. It is superseded by the 

admissions exception stated in Rule 63(8)(b). 

Section 187a( 4) provides: 

1870. In conformity with the preceding provisions, evidence 
may be given upon a trial of the following facts: 

4. The act or declaration, verbal or written, of a 
deceased person 1n respect to the relationship, birth, 
marriage, or death of any person related by blood or 
marriase to such deceased person; the act or declaration 
of a. deceased person done or made against his interest 
in respect to his real. property; and also in crimina) actions, 
the act or declaration of a dying person, made under a sense 
of impending death, respecting the cause of his death; 

This subdivision should be deleted. The first clause is superseded 

by the pedigree exception contained in Rule 63(23). The second clause 

is superseded by the exception relating to declarations against 

interest contained in Rule 63(10). The third clause is superseded by 

the dying declaration exception contained in Rule 63(5). 

Section l87o( 5) provides: 

1870. In conformity with the preceding proviSiOns, evidence 
_y be given upon a trial of the follOWing facts: 

5. After proof of a partnership or agency, the 
act or declaration of a partner or agent of the party, 
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within the e~ope of the partnerShip or agency, and 
during its e:jstence. The same rule applies to the 
act or dec12.'2tion of a joint owner, joint debtor, 
or other per::on jointly interested with the party; 

This subdivision shoul.d be deleted. The first sentence, reJ.ating 

to vicarious admissions of partners and agents, is superseded by the 

exceptions contained in Rule 63(8)(a) and 63(9)(a). The second 

sentence, relating to vicarious admissions of joint owners or Joint 

debtors or other persons with joint interests, is superseded by Rule 

Section 1870(6} provides: 

1870. In conformity with the preceding prOVisions, 
evidence ma;y be given upon e. trial ot the following tacts: 

6. After proof of a conspiracy, the act or declaration 
of a conspirator against his co-conspirator. and reJ.ating 
to the conspiracy; 

This subdivision should be deleted. It is superseded by the exception 

r~J.ating to admissions of co-conspirators contained in Rule 63(9)(b). 

Section 1870(7) provides: 

1870. In conformity with the preceding provisions, 
evidence ma;y be given: q.on a trial of the following facta: 

7. The act, declaration. or omission forming 
part of a transaction, as explained in section eighteen 
hundred and fifty; 

This subdivision should be deleted. It is superseded by Rule 63(4) 

reJ.ating to contemporaneous and spontaneous declarations. 
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Section 1870(8) provides: 

1870. In cont6xm1ty With the preceding provisions, 
evidence my be given upon a trial of the followiDg facts: 

8. ~e test1mO~ of a Witness deceased, or out of 
the Jurisdiction, or unable to testify, given in a former 
action between the same parties, relating to the same 
mtter; 

This subdiviSion should be deleted. It is superseded by subdivision 

(3) of Rule 63 wh1ch relates to former test1mo~. 

Section 1870(11) provides: 

1870. In conAImity With the preceding provisions, 
evidence my be given upon a trial of the following facts: 

ll. Camnon reputation existing previous to the 
controversy, respecting facts of a public or general 
interest more than thirty years old, and in cases of 
pedigree and boundary; 

This subdivision should be deleted. It is superseded by the conmm1 ty 

reputation exception contained in Rule 63(27). 

Section 1870(13) provides: 

1870. In confom1ty With the precediDg provisions, 
evidence my be given upon a trial of the following facts: 

13. MollUlJlents and inscriptions in public places, 
as evidence of cOl/llJlOn reputation; and entries in fa.mi1.y 
Bibles, or other family books or charts; engravings on 
rings, family portraits, and the like, as evidence 
of pedigree; 

Th1s subdivision should be deleted. It is superseded by the 

reputation and pedigree exceptions contained in Rule 63(26), Rule 63(26&) 
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Section 1893. This section should be revised to read: 

1893. Every public officer having the custody of 
a public writing, which a citizen bas a right to inspect, 
is bouDd to give him, on demand, a certified copy of it, 
on :payment of the legal fees therefor (.,-asa-sliu- s8JI),-is 
a8ai88i~e-as-e¥iieRee-iR-ltke-eases-aat-vita-like-e~fe~ 
a8-~Ae-erig!Bal-w.i~iRg]. 

The l.aIlguage deleted is superseded by the exception pertaining to 

copies of official reco%ds contained in Rule 63(17). 

Section 1901 provides: 

1901. A copy of a publiC writing of aD;y' state or 
country, attested by the certificate of the officer having 
charge of the original, under the public seal of the state or 
country, is admissible as evidence of such writing. 

This section should be repealed. It is superseded by the exception 

pertaining to copies of official records contained in Rule 63(17). 

Sections 1905, 1906, 1907, 1918 and 1919 provide: 

1905. A Judicial record of this state, or of the United 
States, lIBy be proved by the production of the original, or by 
a caw thereof, certified by the clerk or other person baving 
the legal custody thereof. That of a sister state lIBy be 
proved by the attestation of the clerk and the seal of the court 
e.nnexed, if there be a clerk and seal, together With a certificate 

.. of the chief judge or preSiding IIBgistrate, that the attestation 
is in due form. 

1906. A judicial record of a foreign country lIBy be 
proved by the attestation of the clerk, with the seal of 
the court azmexed, if there be a clerk and a seal, or 
of the legal keeper of the record with the seal of his 
office atmeXed, if there be a seal, together With a 
certificate of the chief judge, or presiding magistrate, 
that the person making the attestation is the clerk of the 
court or the legal keeper of the record, and, in either 
case, that the signature of such person is genuine, and 
that the attestation is in dne form. The signature of the 
chief judge or presiding magistrate must be authenticated 
by the certificate of the minister or ambassador, or a 
consul, Vice-consul, or consular agent of the United States 
in such foreign country. 
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1907 • A copy or the judicial. record of a foreign 
c~try is also admissible in evidence, upon proof: 

1. That th"! copy" offered has been compared by" the 
witness with the original, and is an exact transcript of 
the whole of it; 

2. That such orig:Lnal vas in the custody of the clerk 
of the court or other legal keeper of the same; and, 

3. That the COPy" is duly attested by" a seal which is 
proved to be the seal of the court where the record remains, 
if it be the record of a court; or if there be no such seal, 
or if it be not a record of a court, by" the signature of the 
legal keeper of the original. 

1918. Other official documents -y" be proved, as follows: 

1. Acts of the executive of this state, by- the records 
of the state department of the state; and of the United states, 
by- the records ot the state department of the United States, 
certified by" the heads of those departments respectively. ~ey
-y" also be proved by- public documents printed by order of the 
legislature or congress, or either house thereof. 

2. The proceedings of the legislature of this state, or of 
congress, by- the journaJ.s ot those bodies respectively, or 
either house thereof, or by published statutes or resolutions, 
or by copies certified by- the clerk or printed by their order. 

3. ~ acts ot the executive, or the proceedings of the 
legislature of a Sister state, in the se.me DBnner. 

4. The acts of the executive, or the proceedings of the 
legislature of a foreign country, by Journals published by- their 
authority, or commonly received in that country as such, or by a 
copy certified under the seal. of the country or sovereign, or by
a recognition thereof in some public act of the executive of the 
United States. 

5. Acts of a county or IIIWlicipal corporation of this state, 
or ot a board or department thereof, by" a copy, certified by the 
legal keeper thereof, or by a printed book published by- the 
authority ot such county or corporation. 

6. Documents of allY other class in this state, by the 
original, or by a copy, certified by the legal keeper thereof. 

7. Documents of 8.IJY other class in a sister state, by the 
origiDlll, or by a copy, certified by the legal keeper thereot, 
together with the certificate of the secretary of state, judge 
ot the supreme, superior, or county court, or mayor of a city 
of such state, that the copy is duly certified by the officer 
having the legal custody of the original. 

8. Documents of 8IJY other class in a foreign country, by 
the original, or by a copy, certified by the legal keeper 
thereof, with a certificate, under seal, of the country or 
sovereign, that the document is a valid and subSisting 
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document of such country, and the copy is duly certified by 
the officer having the legal custody of the original, prOvided, 
that in any foreign country which is composed of or divided 
into sovereign and/or independent states or other political 
subdiviSions, the certificate of the country or sovereign 
herein menticn~d llOy be executed by either the chief executive 
or the head of th.; state department of the state or other 
political subdivision of such foreign country in which said 
documents are lodg,ea or kept, under the seal of such state or 
other political sulJdivision; and provided, further, that 
the signature of the sovereign of a foreign country or the 
signature of the chief executive or of the head o'f the state 
department of a state or political subdivision of a foreign 
country must be authenticated by the certificate of the minister 
or ambassadcr or a consul, vice consul or consular agent of the 
United States in such foreign country. 

9. Documents in the departments of the United States government, 
by the certificate of the legal. custodian thereof. 

1919. A public record of a private writing may be proved 
"by the original record, or by a copy thereof, certified by the 
legal keeper of the record. 

These sections should be repealed. They are superseded by subdivisions 

(13), (17) and (19) of Rule 63 pertaining to the admissibility of governmental 

records and copies thereof. 

Section 1920 provides: 

1920. Entries in public or other official books or records, 
made in the performance of his duty by a public officer of this 
state, or by another person in the performance of a duty 
specially enjoined by law, are prima faCie evidence of the 
facts stated therein. 

This section should be repealed. It is superseded by the business 

records exception contained in subdivision (13) and by various specific 

exceptions that will continue to exist under subdiviSion (32) and Rule 66A. 

Section 192Oa provides: 

1920&. Photographic copies of the records of the 
Department of Motor Vehicles when certified by the 
department, shall be admitted in evidence with the same 
force and effect as the original records. 
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This section should be repealed. It is superseded by the exception 

pertaining to copies of official records contained in Rule 63(17). 

Section 1921 provides: 

1921. A tr&nscript from the record or docket of a justice 
of the peace of a sister state, of a judgment rendered by 
him, of the proceedings in the action before the judgment, 
of the execution and return, if any, subscribed by the justice 
and verified in the manner prescribed in the next section, is 
admissible evidence of the facts stated therein. 

This section should be repealed. It is superseded by the exception 

pertaining to copies of official records contained in Rule 63(11). 

Section 1926 Pl'O"n.des: 

1926. An entry made by an Officer, or board of officers, 
or under the direction and in the presence of either, in the 
course of official duty, is prima facie evidence of the facts 
stated in such entry. 

ThiB section should be repealed. It is superseded by the buSiness 

records exception contained in Rule 63(13). 

Section 1936 provides: 

1936. Historical 'Works, books of science or art, and 
published maps or charts, when made by persons indifferent 
between the parties, are prima facie evidence of facts of 
general notoriety and interest. 

This section should be repealed. It has been incorporated in the 

Unifom Rules as Rule 63(31). 

Section 1946 provides: 

1946. The entries and other writings of a decedent, made 
at or near the time of the transaction, and in a position to 
know the facts stated therein, may be read as prima facie evidence 
of the facts stated therein, in the following cases: 

1. When the entry was made against the interest of the 
person making it. 

2. When it was made in a professional capacity and in the 
ordinary course of professional conduct. 

3. When it was made in the performance of a duty specil!.1ly 
enjoined by law. 
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'lhis section sho-w.d be repealed. The first subdivision is superseded 

by the declaration aga5.nst interest exception of Rule 63(10); the second 

subdivision is superseded by the business records exception contained in 

Rule 63(13); and the third subdivision is superseded by the business 

records exception cont~:i.ned in Subdivision (13) and the various specific 

specific exceptions which Will continue under subdivision (32) and Rule 66.\. 

Section 1947 provides: 

1947. When an entry is repeated in the regular course of 
buSiness, one being copies from another at or near the time of 
the transaction, all the entries are equally regarded as originals. 

This section should be repealed. It is superseded by the business 

records exception contained in Rule 63(13). 

Section 1951. The last clause of this section is superseded by 

Rule 63(19) pertaining to the proof of official records of do~ents 

affecting interests in real property and should be deleted. The revised 

section would read as follows: 

1951. Every instrument conveying or affecting real 
property, acknowledged or proved and certified, a8 provided 
in the Civil Code, may, together with the certificate of 
acknowledgment or proof, be read in evidence in an action 
or proceeding, without further proof [t-Mse,-tke-e!'igiBB.! 
!'eee!'a-ef-saek-eeaveyaBee-e!'-iBS~!'HEeB~-tkHs-aekBsw!edgea 

eF-~evea~-e~~-ee~ifiea-e6~-ef-tke-~ee~-ef-saek 
eeBYeyaBee-er-iBst~eBt-~kas-aekBew!eagea-e!'-~evea7-zay 
Be-!'eaa-iB-eviaeBee,-Yi~k-tke-!!.ke-effeet-as-tke-eFigiBa! 

iBstnmeBt,-wUkft~~-~efl. 

Sections 1953e through 1953h provide: 

1953e. The term "business" as used in this article shall include 
every kind of buSiness, profeSSion, occupation, calling or operation 
of institutions, whether carried on for profit or not. 

1953f. A record of an act , condition or event, shall, in 
so far as relevant, be competent evidence if the custodian or 
other qualified witness testifies to its identity and the mode 
of its preparation, and if it -was made in the regular course of 
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business, at or near the time of the act, condition or event, 
and if, in the opinion of the court, the sources of information, 
method and time of preparation were such as to justify its 
admission. 

1953f.5. Subject to the conditions imposed by Section 
1953f, open book accounts in ledgers, whether bound or unbound, 
shall be competen~ eVidence. 

19538. This at'ticle shall be so interpreted and construed 
as to effectuate its general purpose to make uniform the law of 
those States which enact it. 

1953h. This article may be cited as the Unifozm BuSiness 
Records as Evidence Act. 

These sections should be repealed. They are the Uniform Business Records 

as Evidence Act which has been incorporated in the Unifozm Rules as 

Section 2016. This section should be revised so that it conforms to 

the Uniform Rules. The revision merely substitutes "unavailable as a 

witness" for the more detailed language in Section 2016 and makes no 

significant substantive change in the section. The revised portion of the 

section would read as follows: 

* * * 
(d) At the trial or upon the hearing of a motion or an 

interlocutory proceeding, any part or all of a deposition, so 
far as admissible under the rules of eVidence, may be used 
against any party "Who _s present or represented at the taking 
of the deposition or "Who had due notice thereof, in accordance 
with any one of the following provisions: 

(1) Any deposition may be used by any party for the purpose 
of' contradicting or impeaching the testimony of deponent as a 
witness. 

(2) 'llle deposition of' a party to the record of any ciVil 
action or proceeding or of' a person for "Whose immediate benefit 
said action or proceeding is prosecuted or defended, or of' 
anyone who at the time of taking the deposition was an officer, 
director, superintendent, member, agent, employee, or managing 
agent of any such party or person 11':/ly be used by an adverse 
party for any purpose. 
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(3) The deposition of a witness, whether or not a party, 

may be used by any party for allY purpose if the court finds: 

(i) that the witness is unavailable as a witness within the 

meaning of Rule 62 of the Unifonn Rules of Evidence; or [a.eaa.:f 

er-Eii~-tka~-tke·~~~Bess-is-a~-a-greateF-8.istaaee-taaB-l~Q-miles 

fre.-tke-plaee-ef. ,trial-el!'-keanBg1-el!'- h-ell~- ef-tke-State, 

tiBless-it-a~eare-tka~-tke-aBseBee-ef-~ke-wi~BeSS-ya6-preeYl!'ea. 

ey-tke-pal!'ty-effenBg-tke-a.epe6itieB,-el!'-Eiii~-tB.at-tke-wi~ae6s 

!s-~Ble-te-attea8.-el!'-tes~tfY-BeeallSe-ef-age,-siekBess, 

iBf!l!'Bli~7-9l!'-~nSeBmeB~f-el!'-E~v1-tkat-tke-J6~-effel!'iBg

tke-aellesi~ieB-B.as-Beea-~Ble-te-Jll!'eeYl!'e-tke-attea8.aBee 

et-~ke-Y!tBess-By-Sll~eaaj-el!'-Ev1] (ii) upon application and 

notice, that such exceptional circumstances exist as to make it 

desirable, in the interest of justice and with due regard to the 

importance of presenting the testimony of witnesses orally 

in open court, to allow the deposition to be used. 
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Section 2047. This section should be revised to delete the last 

sentence which is superseded by Rule 63(l)(c). The remainder of the 

section should be revised to remove the limitation upon the type of writings 

that may be used to refresh recollection. As when a witness's recollection 

is refreshed he testifies to present recollection rather than to the 

matter contained in the refreshing memorandwn, there is no reason to 

require the memorandum to meet the necessarily strict standards that a 

document purporting to contain recorded memory must meet. The section 

should also be revised to grant the adverse party the right to see not 

only the documents used to refresh a witness's recollection in the court 

room but also the documents used to refresh the witness's recollection 

just before he entered the court room. Revised Section 2047 would read 

as follows: 

2047. [WReR-Wi~ess-~-Refpe8k-MemB¥Y-FFem-W8*esYJ If a witness 

[h-aUevei-'l;e-l'ehesk] refreshes his memory respecting a fact [,-ey-

s*a*ei-ta-*ke-W1'i*iBg~--Y~*-iB-s~k-easeJ sY a vriting either while 

testifying or prior thereto, the writing must be produced, and may be seen 

by the adverse party [,] who may, if he choose,!!., cross-examine the witness 

about it [,] and may read it to the jury. [Se,-alss:r-a-wUaess-may 
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Penal. Code 

Section 686. This section now sets forth three exceptions to the 

right of defendant in a criminal trial to confront the witnesses against 

him. These exceptions purport to state the conditions under which the 

court may admit testimony taken at the preliminary hearing, testimony taken in 

a former trial of the action and testimony in a deposition that is admissible 

under Penal Code Section 882. The section inaccurately sets forth the 

existing law, for it fails to provide for the admission of hearsay evidence 

generally or for the admission of testimony in a deposition that is admissible 

under Penal Code Sections 1345 and 1362, and its reference to the conditions 

under which depositions may be admitted under Penal Code Section 882 is 

not accurate. As Rule 63(3) and (3a) covers too situations in which testilllony 

:lA ~ ..etien qr proceed1Dg SlId testilllony at the preliminary hearing is 

·adm1ssjJ;)le as exceptions to the hear~ ru1e, Section 686 should. be revised by 

eliminating the specific exceptions for these Situations and by substituting 

for them a general cross reference to admissible hearsay. The present 

statement of the conditions under which a deposition may be admitted 

should also be deleted, and in lieu of the deleted language there should 

be substituted language that accurately provides for tha admission of 

depositions under Penal. Code Sections 882, 1345 and 1362. The revised 

section would read: 

686. In a criminal action the defendant is entitled: 

1. To a speedy and. public trial. 

2. To be allowed counsel as in civil actions, or to appear 

and defend in person and with counsel. 
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3. To produce witnesses on his behaJ.f and to be confronted 

"With the witnesses against him, in the presence of the court, 

except ['i;I3.a.'6 J ..:. 

~ [wae~e-'6ac-e~a~ge-13.a.6-eeeH-~~e~aa~~ly-examaHea-eefere 

a-e~~tiHG-mag~5~i~'6e-aaa-tRe-te6~ime~-takeH-a6WH-8:r-~~ee~ieH 

&ft!-aH5We~-i~-tfte-~~e6eHee-ef-tRe-aefe~aaHt,-wRe-Bas;-eitRe~-iH 

~~eH-er-ey-e~~6ell-e~ess-exaMi~ea-e~-Baa-aa-eppertHBit~-te 

erese-~fte-t~e-witaesst-e~-WRe~e-tBe-teettme~-ef-a-~tftes6 

6B-t~e-part-e£-tBe-peeplel-wke-ie-~eie-te-gi~e-ee~~ty-feF 

kie-appearaHe6J-BaS-fteeH-tak~eeaaitieB8lly-ift-like-mRftfte~ift 

the-pre8eftee-ef-tBe-aefeaaaat;-wke-kael-eitBe~-ift-perseft-er-~ 

e~eell-~e-e~aea-~Baa-aft-eppe~ity-te-e~ese-eK8miBe 

the-Yitaesei-the-depeeiti6B-e£-~eh-YitfteSe-~-fte-~a,-Rp&B 

ite-~~satie~ae~ly-eR9WB-te-tBe-e~t~ae-ie-aeaa-e~ 

iBeafte-e~e&ftfte~YitB-aRe-ail!geBee-ae-f8HftR-witBiB-tBe-etatej 

aaa-ec~alee-tBat- iR- tHe- ell.se-ef-&..""feBsee-ae-eaft~ eellillRt'i;ea 

tBe-t~~aeftalf-e£-tke-~le-~tae-aefeaaaat-ef-a 

Yi~eee-deeeaeeal-iB5_e,-91:i.t-ef-~1H'4.saietief!.;-~YBe-e_t 

Yitk-aRe-a!H.geftee,-""e-f~-witk!ft-tBe-etate,-giVeB-_a-f~ 

t~aa-e£-'i;he-ae'i;!ef!.-!~tke-preseHee-ef-tke-aefeaa_t-wRe-kae; 

e!tker-!l!I-pe-ee!!l-~l9y-e_flel,-et'8f!s-eKB.I!l!iftea-eF-Bsa-a~~en1:lBit;y 

te-e!'e6e-~e-tBe-Yi~eee;-l!Il&y-ae-a9tittea .. } Hearsay evidence 

may be admitted to the extent that it is otherwise admissible in 

a criminal action under the lay of this State. 

(b) The deposition of a witness taken in the action may be 

read to the extent that it is otherwise admissible under the law 

of this State. 
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SecUons 1345 aJ:1d.2..3§g. These sections should be revised so that 

the cO!lditlons f"r D.Cl::n<tt!.ng the deposition of a witness that has been 

taken in the se.me f\~ttor. e.re consistent with the conditions for admitting 

the testimony of a wi""'.~ ;6 in another action or proceeding under Rule 

63(3) and (:3a) , Th,,; 1'="'ispd. ~ectiOP.s would :read: 

1345. The depOSition, or a certified copy thereof, may 

be read in evidence by either party on the trial (,-~~eB-it8 

BJIPfloFiag] if the judge finds that the witness is [1Ula8!e-te 

witness v1thin the meaning of Rule 62 of the Uniform Rules 

of Evidence, [~eB-Fe&iiBg-tBe-iepesitieB-iB-ev~8eBee,] The 

same objections may be taken to a question or an~er contained 

[.tlIeFeb.] in the deposition as if the witness had been examined 

orally in court. 

1362. The depositions taken under the commission may be 

ree.d in evidence by either party on the trial b-~l'eB-U-1ie4ag 

8k_] if the judge finds that the witness is [lUlas!e-te-B"eu 

flcoelR-!l.!!y-eB~8e-WBateveFj-l'Ul!i] unavailable as a Witness v1thin the 

meaning of Rule 62 of the Uniform Rules of Evidence, The same 

objections may be taken to a question in the interrogatories or 

to an ~er in the deposition [,] as if the v1tness had been 

examined orally in court. 
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